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lowing statement about Ambassador
Wilson today was
telegraphed to
President Wilson by Governor Vales
of Yucatan, Mexico, now in Piedras
Negras, the constitutionalists'
provi
i
sional capital:
1 am
tne constitutional governor
cf Yucatan, having been elected
19, 1911, and still holding of
lice under the constitution and laws
of Mexico.
"I am the brother-in-laof Vice SAYS IT tS MISSHAPEN, UGLY
President Pino Suarez and was in
AND A MENACE TO THE NAMexico City with my family durin
TION'S PROSPERITY
the February revolution, when on the
nineteenth it became necessary for
THE
me to flee to save my life. My wife CONDEMNS
PRESIDENT
on
called
ambassa
the
subsequently
dor and he told her that it was neces- SAYS
EXECUTIVE
TOO
TOOK
sary she should telegraph met at once
MUCH PERSONAL INTEREST

GOVERNMENT S POLICY TOWARD

AMBASSADOR

-

Ml

HIS REPORT

Henry Lane Wilson Tells the President
Nothing Besides Facts Regarding

Situation

CITY "DITION
1

j

Another conference will be held in
a few days, and each, member will
present amendments which he proposes to support in the senate.
Senator La Follette outlined substi
tutes he will propose to the wool and
cotton schedules next week when he
will begin his attack on these sched
ules of the democratic bill. Senator
Kenyon will urge amendments placing
on the free list all articles in control
of a monopoly, onem of the being alum
inum. He expects to speak this week
on the general policy of free listing
commodities.
all
Senator. Cummins has an amend
ment to tax all commodities sold
through stock exchanges, similar to
the cotton futures stamp tax included
in the democratic bill. Other progres
sive republicans are to propose amend
ments which the conference will con
sider.
d
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IN TOREK I

Accused of Using the United States Mails
to Defraud, He Is Held for

Examination

'

and urge me strongly to recognize
IN FRAMING. THE ACT
ANY
MADE
HE
SOLD TRACTS'- POSSESSING NO WATER RIGHTS
RECOIIFNQATIONS eneral Huerta as president of the
DENIES THAT
republic."
Vales' telegram declared that the
AGAINST
POLICY
AMEEiCAN
ambassador threatened him with what
S. P. STRIKE CONSIDERED
would happen if Vales did not recog
San
.
Francisco, July 28. Whether or C. J.
in
of
the Country
Wishes to Put Himself Right With the People
Peterson, an Assistant in the Office of the Kansas Bank
OF not a strike shall be declared
THE PRINCIPLE
nize Huerta. The telegram also speci DESTROYS
against
Which He Has Been Representing the United States Men
Amfied other alleged actions of the
Examiner, Here Investigating the Man, Says State Engineer's
PROTECTION, MERELY. OUT
the Southern Pacific company by the
erican ambassador to which Vales
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and
Records Show that False Representations Were Made
OF HATRED
Who Shot Immigration Inspector Will Be Punished by
paid Mexicans objected.
Order of Railroad Conductors is
the
Constilutionalist
Governor
Huerta
Lands Said to Have' Been Sold After Options
the
Regime
being decided here today by a canvass
- July
.28.'
Senator
Washington,
Had Expired Many New Mexicans as Well as
Sends Message to Washington Criticizing
vote completed last week
Dixon Will Recover.
Townsend of Michigan,, in a speech of the strike
El Paso, Tex., July 28. Charles B.
Gulf of Mexoc to the south
the Ambassador
the
from
Kansans Alleged to Have Invested
in the senate today, characterized the
Dixon, Jr., who was shot Saturday Payne-Aldriclaw as "the Get ern boundary. The result probably
tariff
in Juarez by Mexican soldiers while
where the factions of the re will be known in from 24 to 48 hours.
'
Don A. MounDay, who has been
is being minimized on official duty as an immigration in- tysburg
Mexican
situation
ment. On the other hand, if this proAmbassador
28.
The question at Issue is whether
Washington, July
were formed in battle
Ameri- spector of the United States, will re- publican party
as
the
officials
here
conferythe
several
receive
years
today,
suburban
shall
trainmen
upon investigation bj; the state,
during
his
by
past
after
ject,
equal
Wilson, immediately
that led to triumph of the
and cover, attending physicians say. He array,"
in the sale of land upon the Antonio is found to be a good one, tho advercan demands for investigation
main
and
with
pay,
ence with President Wilson, said:
promotion
rating,
an
oppordemocratic party, giving it
"The discussion related entirely to punishment of the offenders apparent was brought to El Paso Sunday after- tunity to write the pending tariff bill, line employes. The company wishes Ortiz grant and the promotion of the tising "given it by stata approval 13
noon and is resting weil.
to segregate its electric lines, and American Sugar Manufacturing and worth thousands of dollars, while the
facts of the situation in Mexico and ly were being complied with.
'
which he condemned.
Upon- demand of the United States
At the White House it was said the
men maintain that to do so would Refining company, a corcern which cost of the Investigation leading to
not to any question of governmental
the
Townsend
said,
"This bill," Senator
the
arrested
who
was to have built a large refinery in the approval is only abont $250.
Mexican
the
a
course
would
States
troops
United
to
situathe
pursue
policy.. All views relative
"was conceived in hatred of the Amer- put them at a disadvantage by deprivIn company with an engineer, Mr.
tion have been placed in the hands of of diligent inquiry into the affair and inspector upon an alleged charge ican policy of protection and brought ing one class ojf employes of the. the center of the tract following .ts
was
farm- Peterson left today top further inves-gatlobeet
and
by
occupancy
irrigation
consolidated
of
their
of
the president for his consideration." would Insist on summary punishment made by a negro whom Dixon
secret
support
of
power
darkness
the
in
the
forth
ers, has fallen afoul of the laws of
investigating, are being held for a caucus chamber under - the profes- orders.
upon the Ortiz grant. He will
Ambassador Wilson said that he ex- of the guilty persons.
courts.
Mexican
the
before
and
the
at
the
Blue
States
United
a
the
call
hearing
be
to
after
Sky
several days. He says he
Secretary
Bryan,
gone
never
to
leave
tonight
has
who
Washington
pected
sional charge of one'
statute of the state of Kansas; Moun- expects the state of Kansas to take a
White House, sought information The negro, Arthur Walker, is also
obPORTLAND
VISITS
DANIELS
m
be away several days.
business
had
any experience,'
held. Dr. J. W. Tappan, of the
He would not discuss the possibility through a conference with President
Portland, Ore., July 28. Secretary Day and his wife weer arrested Satur- hand in the proceedings in the near
stetrics. Is it any wonder that the
service,
hearth.,
railUnited
States
public
Is
the Navy Daniels arrived here to- day at their home In Topeka, Kan., future. MounDay is said to have sold
deformed?
of
and
of his return to Mexico in his official Brown, of the Mexican National
is
misshaped
thing
on traffic conditions in Mexico who treated Dixon in Juarez says
American progress and day from San Francisco. He was es- on the charge of using Jbe United his lands to thousands of Kansas inwonder
it
capacity. His departure at this time way,
any
a clean room and
vestors. Mr. Peterson says such men
it?" corted into the city by Governor West States mail3 to defraud.
seems to indicate inat he will not ap- and their relation to the paralyzed Dixon was given
look .wiia disfavor-olinen and bed- prosperity
clean
with
furnished
and
commerce
condition
of
of the as MounDay are bound to hurt New
arrest
the
date
of
the
industry.
Upon
relacriticized'
nd
senate
also
Town
after
by
the
and
foreign
accompanied
before
breakfast,
Senator
pear
Last reports from the embassy Jn ding and proper food by the Mexican "executive inter?;-- ence" Mid caucus representatives of commercial bodieB couple by the officials of the United Mexico in the eyes of Kansas peonlo.
tions committee.
t
Mexico City have reflected the finan- authorities while they held him.
""
and .tb governor, fwmt 15y special States and for some time preceding it, las they will bo led to believe that ail
Secretary Bryan, who had lunched
.';, i
.
,
..... .f t .
' .
t
situation.
cial
i
to the KansnK bank exawirtpr's ofh
e trf'"f
the
h
with .the president,,..entered the legisSouth' Oio.ma Ar- States irtimigratioli uioyeuiuip uvi iu
The
'
''i-i ,
ten
battleship
,
as
senators
its r
House
i
harbor
the
river and
the
view
lative offices from the White.
republican
Progessive
rived at Vera Cruz toaay to resume make any more trips to Juarez and
C. J. Peterson,
the
I
Sen
,
i
to
to
MounDays.'
the
this
in
Portland
land
return
will
He
J
conferees
,
the
toria.
support
today,
and
joined
proper
tatively agreed
after having been at Gal- the operations of the government's ator La Toilette's
on evening and be the guest of the Com- sistant in the office of the bank ex- here are not to be rened upon.
president's office. :ie remained for a patrol duty
to give officers and men across the river will cease.
aminer, has been looking after the
short time with the president, after veston, Tex.,
MounDay and his wife are weil
wool, cotton apd several items of the mercial club at dinner.
men shore leave. The battleship New
New Mexico end of the investigation. known here. In 1910, 1311 and
Ambassador Wilson's departure.
tariff bill. This marked the first efpart
'
is en route from Vera
He was heer for a short time on Tues of last year they were in Las Verras
"No policy was discussed at the con- Hampshire
fort on the part of the progressive
Cruz to Galveston to give her officers
ANRFNT FEUD CLAIMS republican element to take a definite FIRST SHOT OF THE A day of last week, later going to Santa frequently, bringing with them prosference," said Mr. Bryan, "and it Is and men shore leave. The
gunboat
Fe and returning to Las Vegas Friday pective purchasers of land from Kannot known now when a policy will be
stand on tariff revision.
front
Pronteras,
Wheeling,
reported
Mr. Peterson is a former sas.
afternoon.
week
in
will
be
During the first few months of
formulated, but it probably
ONE MORE VICTIM Votes on amendments last
makes no mention of disorder there. 1
FIRED
IS
STRIKE
re
attorney at Iola, Kan., his operations here MounDay succeedprosecuting
of
the
a very short time."
showed
progressive
many
Senator Pomerene called at the
where he was most successful, hand ed in selling tracts to several Las VeThe conference was for the purpose state
publicans at variance with the
to press for attendepartment
on
side
the
ling several sensational and important gas people. Later, it Is said, some of
all
of the republican
of placing before the president
RIFLE cases in a manner that
tion the case of Bernard McDonald, MICHAEL ORSINO IS SHOT TO
SENTRYMAN DISCHARGES
now
brought the these purchasers, after Investigations,
It
understood
is
certain
items.
information available on the Mexican
DEATH BY MEN WHO HAVE
under sentence of death at ChihuaAT MEN WHO TRY TO CAPguilty persons to speedy prosecution decided they had made a poor investwill be made to suban
situation. The president will consider hua.
that
attempt
ENEMIES
BEEN
HIS
Senator Pomerene was told the
TURE POWDER HOUSE
and conviction.
the entire subject, including whatever
ment, and made no further payments.
stitute the La Follette wool schedule
had already taken
department
As the result of Mr. Peterson's in- Real estate dealers of the city, it ia
in
been
has
which
which
for
that
A
feud
28.
already
arrangements Ambassador Wilson has
Chicago, July
steps for the relief of Mr.
Calumet, Mich., 'July 28. Mine op- vestigations in New Mexico, he has
is
troduced by Senator Smoot and which
made or may desire to make.
said, often warned people that InvestMcDonald, but that no report had existed ten years and which, it said,
erators
of the Superior copper district discovered that MounDay
represented ments with MounDay were not desirThe president doubsts the public been received since the
several
pre- the latter expects to present as the
marked
has
been
by
at
embassy
prepared today to (follow the advice to his customers that he had rights able, and it is alleged that the Com- mind in the United States is excited Mexico City and the consulate at Chi- vious homicide's, claimed another vic- republican measure.
of the militia commanders and re- entitling him to plenty of water
ovg
nor
is
In today's conference, presided
over the situation in Mexico
in Michael Orsino at Blue
forjniercial club at several times
huahua had been instructed to act tim today
sume operations with every available
'
all
the
land
on
the
tract
snot
resolutions
Senators
were
was
ered
er
Senator
he convinced that a crisis has been In McDonald's behalf.
Orsino
denouncing
Clapp,
passing
by
Island, a suburb.
man of the 18 good miners who have which he was selling. Application at him and his
reached in the revolution itself.
project This was not
Smith of Texas ask- by Michael Boissa and John Sineca Borah, Bristow, Crawford, Sterling, been idle since
Representative
1.
July
the office of State Engineer French done, it is declared, because ot the
a window to es- Cummins, Kenyon, La Follette, Gronna,
This information was obtained in ed
Secretary Bryan to remove Consul as he jumped from
Before the fires had been banked for information disclosed the fact that difficulty In getting evidence
official circles today with an authori- Edwards at Juarez because of his cape policemen who had broken open Nqrris and Works.
against
for the day the work was slow, and MounDay would have been unable to the Topekan. Had New Mexico postative denial that any proposal look- refusal to allow a party of 50 Ameri- the door of his room to arrest him on
to
learn definitely furnish the water, as the Las Vegas sessed a Blue Sky law,
it was impossible
between cans to
at Michael
according to
ing toward a
go to the relii of refugees a charge of shooting
what progress had been made. The grant and A. A. Jones, through prior a local real estate dealer, MounDay'a
American military . forces and the at Madera.
several months ago.
first shots of the strike were fired rights, have permission from the state operations here could have been stopMexican government for restoration of
Boissa and Sineca, friends of
A telegram received by Representas
and
early today at the Isle Royale mine. to use practically all the water before ped and the black eye given this part
Orsino
for
wait
been
suggested.
peace has
lay in
ative Smith today said that the MaA
sentry guarding the powder house It reached the MounDay tract. Mr. of the state could have been "preThose who approached the president dera refugees were in momentary soon as he jumped from the window
several men approaching the Peterson says his investigations con- vented.
detected
in
neck
the
times
found
situation
today on the Mexican
peril. There are 35 Americans there, they shot him four
fired when they failed to vinced him that the Gallinas river,
The
and
death.
instant
the
place
to
MounDay. is said to have sold 40,000
discuss
and
subject,
him disinclined
back, causing
21 of. whom are women and children.
to halt. The in- which runs through the Ortiz grant, acres of land at $40 an
command
soon
afterhis
heed
Amarrested
were
murderers
acre, finding
as later he was to confer with
Consul
that
The telegram charges
truders fled and a company of guards has never carried sufficient water to his purchasers in New Mexico, Kanbassador Henry Lane Wilson. Secre- Edwards had not 'properly represent- ward.
scoured the district, but without mak- supply the rights of the Las Vegas sas and many of the central and east- Michael Costello, whom Orsino is
tary Bryan arranged to see tie presi- ed the matter to state department of
eswho
undermost
kill
but
Now
to
secthat
,
persons
accused of trying
grait, A. A. Jones and others, and ern states. He promised ample water
ing any arrests.
dent before the conference. The
ficials.
was
aim
assailant's
the same time furnish tho supply and declared he would build a large
his
the
and
on
many
stand
reticence
because
appreciate
his
retary also continued
Representative Smith reported that caped
a brother
AN AMERICAN DISAPPEARS
promised by MounDay for the project sugar refinery and cause a railway to
advantages of being informed
Mexican affairs.
85 railroad bridges on the railroad .bad, is- said to have killed
d
El Paso, Tex., July 28 R. C Kim- which he fathered. The Ortiz grant be built into the tract Following the
of what goes on in the commu-unitIt was learned at the White House line between Madera and El Paso of Orsino's a year ago Orsino is
in which they live, as
ball, a telegraph operator of El Paso, is located in the southern part of Sail creation of opposition to him here,
by a widow and six children.
that reports crediting Ambassador have been burned or dynamited and
is missing. The last seen of him here Miguel county.
well as throughout the world in
Wilson with having advocated a set that bandits have threatened to kill
MounDay began taking his customers
FOR A LEAK
Another piece of evidence which it to Santa Rosa, passing np Las Vegas,
he was in jail In Juarez. Three weeks
. LOOKING
of proposals contemplating military any persons attempting to repair the
general, advertising,- especially
ago he was arrested in Juarez on a is believed will go against MounDay, He is said to have told people here
Chicago, July 28. President C. W
newspaper advertising Is being
with Mexico or interven- line. He also urged Secretary Bryan
has
Nationals
our
homes.
discussed in
charge of creating a disturbance, but according to Mr. Peterson, is that the that Las Vegans were too prone to
tion were unfounded. The president to embargo all shipments of arms to Murphy of the Chicago
naof
the
a
facwas released after intercessions by Topeka promoter has been selling up-- ! knock him.
meeting
more
for
men
asked
Wilson
special
than
A
Mexican
many
Mexico or allow both
has received from Ambassador
great
friends. A week ago he disappeared on the Ortiz grant since the expira- an historical account of events in tions to secure American guns. Rep- tional commission to consider charges
any of us would guess tak3 a
MounDay is a man of over six feet
in
inside
receive
secin
local
from El Paso. Today two Americans xion oi ms option on tne tract, wmcn. and Is of heavy build. He cultivated
that
gamblers
Mexico in the last three years.
resentative Smith said that the
lively and helpful Interest
The ambassador himself declared retary gave him no information as to formation on the lineup of the Cubs.
air of those purchases for the came over from Juarez and claim they was given him in 190S by United a loud voice, and when he was within
crossed over to Juarez a week ago States Senator Thomas B. Catron. Mr. the radius of fin fPP.t rn
home once left almost entirely
today he had not mentioned any rem- what the United States proposed do- He wrote today to President Garry
'
statin''
commission
the
of
or
not
women
with Kimball to get some effects he Peterson Bays MounDay has been Exi- in a cafe or hotel lobby, he could ba
Herrmann
servants.
edies on the situation and had
to the
.
ing.
left in Juarez, and that all of them ling the land within the past few heard making loud comments or
Just before Ambassador Wilson that an immediate Investigation should
even put on paper the plans he had
And likewise many wives,
were arrested. They said Kimball months, while the option is said to ,ing his proposition. Ha was
in mind. He reserved these, he said, went into conference with the presi- be made.
daughters and sons discuss in
always
one
how
in
understand
not
conversation
do
any
"I
was taken from their cell several days have expired over a year ago.
circle
he
the
dent
referred,
for his personal Interview with
loud in denouncing las Vegas.
the family
everything purTim
with inquirers, to the proposals for a could be in league with the gamblers,
MounDay some time ago brought story of his arrest U best told in !!.
ago and they have not seen him since.
chased by every member of the
president.
the 1' a patches from Kansas.
information
has solution of the Mexican difficulty, pub because I do not know who is going
They were released today. Juarez of- injunction proceedings aiains-'Contradictory
family, even unto the clothes
to
is
about
to
him.
the
attributed
until
to
ficials claim to know, nothing of the state of Kansas to prevent the en
and
game
his
the
reached the Washington government lished today
worn by
Royal Highness
pitch
story of the arrest of
he start," said Murphy.
"But it is evi
case.
forcement of the Blue Sly law, which Mrn::Tiy and his wife was Ftnt oufe
Head of the family.
regarding the stability of the Huerta He dictated this statement, which
went into effect recently. lie has
..... wv ni
government. It was said today to be said he was anxious to have reach dent there is a leak somewhere."
ii j :
Taking the newspaper home'
STEAMER GOES ASHORE
his attorney, Harry J. Bone, a ie.nr.ef
a question of reliability of informants. the Mexican people especially:
storm cloud' broke over the
and "getting the best out of it"
LANE GOES VISITING
New York, July, 28. The steamer prosecutor of the state of Kir;f;is. Ac
"With reference to published, proOfficials declined to stafef what re- rh? American Sugar
is an occupation that is growing
2S.
all
I
responsibSecretary
Mont,,
disclaim
was
It
July
Billings,
Chalmette, from New Orleans for New cording to the Blue Sky law, any per- cewpany in Tcpt-ksaid, posals today,
in popular favor as never beports were being credited.
today and in ui-- '
York, went ashore during the night son or corporation asViii;; for the in- brief space of a few minutes l'xra A.
however, that in the last 10 days there ility for them; their origin is unknown of the Interior Lane left here today
fore. To many, in fact, the
on the New Jersey coast off Bargegat. vestments of the people of Kansas jVeniiDay ami T,. T. W. SrwisPan
have been little or no changes in the to me and I regret that, anything' like for Powell, Wyo., to inspect the Shomost interesting part of the
shone irrigation project. He will then
In response to a wireless call from must first have his project approved wife, were arrestej
status of affairs in Mexico.
them was made public."
the govfera-o- n
news is the news of advertising.
and from there drive
to
B.
Cody
Is
Charles
proceed
the vessel early today a tug was dis- by the officials of the state. If he so-- ; went
Dixon,
of
it
most
among the
Certainly
8The shooting
charre of fra'Hlttfcstt ntsr. of
"
overland 60 miles to .the Yellowstone
Iicits investments without such appatched from New York to her
Telegram "Knocks" Wilson
Jr., at Juarez, is regarded as a seriprofitable.
fol- - National
28.
The
on
Tex.,
the
July
park.
proval, he is subject to severe puiiish- fO(.ii?in!ti-:ous incident, but its hearing
Eagle Pass,
h

n
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TWO

DON
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-

'MOUNDAY, PROMOTER OF.

LAIS,

NEW MEXICO

BY GOVERNMENT
(Continued from Page One)

the malls, proceedings to appoint

re-

ceivers and to oust the company from
the state were filed in the state supreme court, postoffice inspectors
raided the offices of the sugar company in the Mulvane building and the
raid terminated in a fight between an
inspector, MounDay and his wife and
their attorneys, and interfedence on
the part of the police, after documents regarded as valuable evidence
In the case had been taken, from the
building.

The tornado which hit MounDay
and his associates today came suddenly and without advance warning.
Yet for weeks the government and
Btate officials have been quietly
working on the case to put the sugar
reining company out of business.
investigators,
Special government
postoffice Inspectors and attorneys
have scoured the country in the last
week. Gradually, piece by piece, they
have put together the case on which
the government will rely in its effort to send MounDay and his wife to
prison for fraudulent misuse of the
United States mails.
At the same time the government
was building up a case on which it
today brought criminal proceedings,
the attorney general's office prepared
evidence for the filing of a suit today in the supreme court. That suit
seeks to secure the appointment oi
receivers for the sugar company to
save if possible something from the
apparent impending wreck for the
investors in the alleged fake sugar
plantations of New Mexico. The state
suit, filed under the assumption that
the MounDay company was violating
the state blue sky law, asks that the
corporation be ousted from the state.
It also seeks to tie up a'l properties,
moneys and investments of the corporation for the protection, of innocent investors in the mythical land

ARRESTED
IN TOPEKA

right to do this?" asked Quinton.
"No, and we don t need any," said
the inspector. "But we will stay here
until we get some more orders."
Then the two defendants went
down the elevator with Flenniken. As
they left the building tne two inspectors, Brauer and Frank P. Sharon, proceeded to search the office.
Again Quinton. interfered.
"Now, you get right out of here,
or I'll put you out," advised Sharon.
"I'm their lawyer and don't have
to go," said Quinton.
"Well, well see," said Sharon in
soothing tones. And he proceeded to
pick Mr. Quinton up and set him over
in the next room and closed the door.
"Now you will please stay out of here
until we need you," advised the inspector. And for a few minutes
Quinton stayed out.
Brauer left with an armful of papers. Sharon convinced the stenographer that she should turn over the
Sharon
keys and she did. Then
helped himself to the office files. He
was just Jeavlng when MounDay and
his wife, accompanied by Harry J.
Bone, former United States district
attorney, appeared.
"What you got there?" demanded
Bone of the inspector.
"None of your business," said. Mr.
Inspector, real modest like.
"Drop those files or I'll fix you,"
--

.shouted MounDay.
But Sharon clung to

the files and
tried to push the 240 pound MounDay
out of the way.
"Don't you dare stop me," he shouted as Bone grabbed the inspector by
the collar. "Let loose.''
But Bone
clung to the Inspector
like a dog to a bone.
"Drop those files," shouted Bone.
the police," shouted Mrs.
"Call
MounDay.

Quinton said he had done so.
Clerks were looking out the doors
to see the trouble and the postoffice
deals.
inspector was having a lively time
Then came the arrest of MounDay with his four assailants. He pushed
and his wife in their office in room Bone against a watr and Bone's eyeAs Frank glasses fell and broke on the tile
building.
4n7, Mulvane
winnnlken. a denuty United States floor. Bone freed himself and started
marshal, led the defendants to the to Bwing at the Inspector with his
IVf'eral building, two inspectors rald-(- " cane. MounDay had akheavier sthjk
the offices. There were protests and' was making ugiy Totions at the
fom A. B, Quinton, an attorney, cui inspector. But the man from Uncfe
Q'i'ntoa was unceremoniously eject- Sam's office was edging toward the
ed from the room. An inspector left elevator. MounDay held him back.
ti e building with an armful of pa-- r
"You can't get away like that,"
ers and documents of the sugar com- said MounDay. "Threi is robbery."
His associate was just preFour people were crowding and
pany.
and
when
to
MounDay
leave
paring
tugging at Sharon and every minute
Sharon
Ms wife, accompanied by Harry J. It looked
like bloodshed.
Rone, one of their attorneys, return- reached for his hip pocket. And just
ed to the building. Aided by Quin- as h did it MounDay launched at
ton, wb" had thoughtfully called the him and grabbed him in both arms.
four people seized tne
"No gun play goes here," yelled
police,
postoffir" inspector, regained the pa- MounDay, and the inspector said he
pers vh' 'h lie was carrying and for didn't intend to use a gun.
a few minutes occupants on the Things were moving rapidly and
fourth floor of the building stood on the inspector was badly ruffled when
tip toe looking for" bloodshed. But the elevator cage opened and Chief
there was none. MounDay kept tne Hughes and an assistant stepped out.
Sharon was taken to the station, but
papers.
Almost at the very same minute released. Harry Bone demanded the
that John S. Dawson, attorney gen- return of the papers, but the United
eral, went into the supreme cortrt States attorney's office refused to rewith a petition in quo warranto, Dep- turn them.
e
Blue Skv Law Started It
uty Marshall Flenniken and two
Moun-Day'- s
into
walked
All of these thipgs happened here
inspectors
office with federal warrants as a result of the trouble which
for the arrest, of the Investment com- MounDay and his investment compan- pany head and his wife. Mrs. Moun- ies have had with the Kansas banking
Day, it appears, has been one of the department under the blue sky law.
real workers in the scheme which is A few weeks ago MounDay enjoined
alleged to have raised a half million the banking department In Judge
dollars through the fake sugar Dana's division of the district court
schemes. Mrs. MounDay, who was in- and restrained them from interfering
formed that a criminal complaint had with the alleged sale of lands under
bppn issued by the government for the state law. Then J. N. Dolley, for,
her arrest, smiled blandly and asked mer state bank commissioner, took
the officers if they wouldn't please 'chips in the game and gave out some
take chairs and wait until her hus- - newspaper interviews. Dolley was the
hnud rame back.
next day made defendant in a $50,000
went even libel suit filed by MounDay. That was
Then Mrs. MounDay
further. She politely called her hus- the history of the case, so far as the
band on the telephone to urge him to general public knew it, until things
hurry to the office and be arrested. happened today.
Mrs. MounDay was just as cool and
Now Uncle Sam will asK for an incalm as any one In the party and a dictment under the warrant and com- worked' away at her
stenographer
plaint filed in the United States dis- typewriter just as though an invasion trict court and will feek to send
of the hands of the government was MounDay and his wife to federal prisnothing to create alarm.
on. The indictment against the two
Presently MounDay arrived. He defendants alleges one of the blggnst
was told (hat there was a warrant frauds that has been perpetrated in
for his arrest.
Kansas In many years if the govern"Can't fay that I am at all glad ment's case is sustained in. court. And
to meet you under the circumstances," on the heels of the news of the arrest
said MounDay, who smiled.
of MounDay and his wife are rumors
Then Attorney Quinton came into that the
investigations or the govern,
the office. As MounDay nd
ment have not stopped and may inprepared to go to the federal build-in- ? volve other persons in the tangle bewith Flenniken, Inspector R. S. fore the troubles of the sugar com"
Brauer said he guessed they would pany are concluded. '
tckft charge of tho office files.
That MounDay has rkilfully used
"No, you don't," said Quinton.
the names and reputations of persons
Mrs. MounDay
made a move to prominent in the state arid nation in
close a roll top desk. But Bruer was his successful scheme to defraud
(no iir'r-for her.
investors, Is the belief of men
"fTavij yen aay papers : Lowing a who have worked on the case for the
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the promised land. That "opening" ested in a New Mexican corporation
never has and now appears never will which bore the same name. No con-bheld.
tracts in the New Mexican company
Stories which government inspect-- j were sold, but many prominent Kan-orhave gathered tell of widows who sans were interested in the New Mexi- mortgagea their homes t buy this can deal and this fact aided MounDay
land. An old man sold his little store, in disposing of
large blocks of congathered all of his wroldly posses- tracts for the future deliverance of
sions and bought the land which real estate
by the Oklahoma company.
MounDay was never able to convey.
"There are 16,000 people in Kansas
Up at St. Mary's, it is said that a who have bought contracts in the New
widow sold her home to invest in Mexican land from Mr. MounDay,"
land which MounDay and his repre- said
Attorney Quinton, "and about evsentatives assured her would make ery one of them has seen the land
her rich. These innocent people paid
personally and is satisfied with his
$40 an acre for the land which they deal.
The New Mexican company does
WOOL AND
have never received and from all ap- not own land, had never owned land
pearances never will receive. A gov- and never advertised land' for sale.
ernment inspector this week found The
Oklahoma company, which bears
the strange lind which MounDay had the same name, has sold the contracts
sold for $40 an acre was' in reality
!throuh ,tB ,an(1 ,,enartment.
All
Coasts svt
not worth $4 an acre, even had the
That statement wa8 made several
defendants ana their associates been
days ago. It was in itself a clear deable to deliver a clear title.
fence of any charge of wrong doing on
Probably an ordinary investment the
part of Topeka men who had becompany would have stopped here. come interested in the
sugar company
But MounDay is apparently both amunder the laws of New Mex
organized
bitious and resourceful. He had openico and were later thrown into the taned the avenue to a good thing and
for
when trouble broke over the heads
didn't want to let go. And MounDay gle
of MounDay and his wife for their opcommitted the fatal mistake of going
No
erations under the Oklahoma law.
a little too far.
Yet the wide acquaintance and repWhen the government ent t6 work
utations of the en interested In the
on the case, its inspectors found that
New Mexican company made It com
the option contract which MounDay's
paratively easy for MounDay and his
Laa VGas'LeedinaStoro
company had secured on this land In
agents to sell their contracts. It Is
1907, was cancelled nearly two years
claimed that a 'letter written by John
ago. Without even so much as his
R. Mulvane,
Topeka's well known
option to lean on, MounDay continuwas used by Mounpay In the
banker,
ed to sell land in his company. They
sale of land and brought signatures to
say he continued not only to run
Established 1862
South SidaRojo.
also claimed, the
amuck with the federal laws, but the many contracts. It is
was
Mulvane
written
letter
many
state laws as well. Even as late as
months ago as a complimentary letter
July 12, this year, MounDay issued
court. The suit asks for receivers for speaking in behalf of, the real estate
"Bulletin No. 3," In which he again as to the character of M.j. MounDay.
D.
the
W.
"L.
initials
the
MounDay"
company and an order ousting the dealers of Winnipeg. The remainder
told of the wonderful crop possibili- Only
if
from the state.
And
were
in
of the initial sessi&n was taken up
letter.
the
now,
corporation
given
ties of his land and urged fhe men
J.
Don A. MounDay
States
United
are
former
with
claims
the
the address of President Judd
Bone,
Harry
true,
former
women
who
had
and
bought
contracts to make every possible ef- himself used the endorsement of his district attorney, and A. B. Quinton and the annual reports of Secretary
fort to raise a little more money and wife as an asset in his land selling have been retained by MounDay and Phillip Moessinger, of Cincinnati, and
his wife and will conduct the defense Treasurer Edward F. Loveley, of
purchase a few more five or ten acre project.
'
in
both the criminal case filed by the
Fifteen
in
Worked
States
alcontracts. The government case
Moun- government and the ouster suit filed
45
of
were
the
There
agents
criminal
the
with
provision
leges that
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
of the state blue sky law and the fed- Day company, according to facts gath- in the supreme court by the site.
Your' druggists will refund money
ered by the government. These, agents
Quinton, all of Topeka. The corpora- eral prison staring him in the face
If a substitute Is offered you for If PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
contracts in 15 states
tion apparently never sold a dollar's for these fraudulent representations, have sold land
case of itching, blind, bleeding or proFoley
Kidney Pills, it means a cheapthe
public
worth of land nor closed a contract MounDay kept wading In a little and It is contended that
er
is pressed upon you for truding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
medicine
has Invested in the MounDay enter- the dealer's
for the sale of land. But until the deeper.
profit, not yours. Foley
prise the sum of not less than $300,000 Kidney Pills may cost the dealer HEARINGS ON FLOOD PROJECTS
Trust
as
Posed
Magnate
and
1912
the Oklahoma
early fall of
Washington, July 28. Plans haVe
substitute, but
New Mexico company appeared under - That investors bought land contracts' and perhaps as much as $500,000. And more than a cheap
oth- been completed by the house rivers
better
than
results
e
give
they
not
any
one
befoot
of
the
land
have
the
under
the same name with MounDay at the from Don A. MounDay
er
and bladder medicine. Ask and harbors committee for exhaustive
inspectors found in New Mtxleo for kidney
lief that they were buying an interest
head of both institutions.
Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r
to
which
which
and
MounDay
belonged
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv. hearings upon bills proposing systems
If the government can sustain its in the real estate of the big sugar
for controlling flood waters of the
An
was
sale.
offered
for
no
American
option
company,
being
Sugar
trust, the
contention MounDay probably had
intention of advancing the affairs of is the latest contention of the govern- contract, which permitted MounDay CONVENTION OF REALTY MEN Mississippi and Ohio valleys. The
Winnipeg, Man., July 28. Every hearings are scheduled to begin tothe New Mexican company. But it ment in its criminal case against to make contracts for the sale of
New
Mexican
acres
of
has
corof the real estate business, to- morrow when Director Caldwell of
wife.
land,
phase
his
and
was a mighty nice lookinglitfie
MounDay
been
that
cancelled.
cancellation
But
execution
with many problems relating the Memphis levee control board will
fimt
into
pergether
A.
MounDaf
Dsn
its
plan
appeared
poration efii
program' pn Apparently' defer 'idea when 'he Ipas nearly two yeai-- ago ana as late ton the broadeil subjects of civic pro- appear. Army engineers and officers
fectly feasible- winder-tlwhich MoiinDay outlined.
gave the Oklahoma and New Mexican as July 12, this year, MounDay was gress and municipal welfare, is to be of the' national rivers and harbors
discussed at the sixth annual conven- congress will also outline the various
urging investors to buy contracts.
With the names of prominent Ran-san- sugar companies the same name
on the stationery of the Ameri- especially when the name he adopted . At Leavenworth MounDay and his tion of the National Association of water control projects. Extent of fincan Sugar Manufacturing and Refin- for his corporations was one similar wife were formally arraigned before Real Estate exchanges, which con- ancial aid which should be given by
ing company MounDay, It is alleged if not identical to that worn by the Commissioner Lee Bond. By agree- vened today for a session of three the government in building possible
by the government officials, used big sugar trust which was for a time ment their bonds had been fixed at days. The attendance surpasses the dikes, levees and reserve reservoirs
their reputations to build himself a under investigation by the government $2,000 for MounDay and $1,000 for his most sanguine expectations of the will be considered by the committee
nice personal fortune. Evidence se- for dodging duties at port. New evi- wife. These bonds were provided. promoters of the gathering. Nearly with a view of recommending a govcured in the last few days reveals dence obtained by the government In The preliminary hearing, affecting the 1,000 delegates faced President Ed ernment appropriation policy next
that MounDay pursued his land busi- its case against MounDay and his wife holding of the two defendants to ward S. Judd of Chicago, when he winter.
ness under the Oklahoma company on a charge of fraudulent use of the grand jury investigations, has been called the gathering to order In ConDON'T use a cough medicine conand sold thousands of contracts by mails, shows that on certain and sun- set for August 20. In the meantime vention hall this morning. Nearly all
virtue of the prominence of the men dry occasions he posed as one of the a half dozen government detectives are of the large cities of Canada and tbe taining opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
who were apparently connected with men under fire in the sugar trust and said to be working on the case.
United States were represented
cure,
only stifle the cough. Examine
knew
Governor Hodges has employed
the scheme, but who in reality
Sir Edmond Roblin, premier of the label and If the medicine conas the public may hate the
nothing of the existence or the Okla- trusts the information he conveyed Judge Frank Doster and Major A. M. Manitoba, welcomed the visitors In a tains these harmful opiates refuse It.
homa company. These men now ap- never proved a hindrance in the sale Harvey to assfst the state in the pro- cordial address. Greetings also were Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
secution of the quo warranto proceed- extended by Mayor T. R. Deacon, for contains no opiates, is healing and
pear to have been merely the inno- of land contracts.
O. G. Schaefer
soothing.
and Red.
cent dupes in a most skillful graft.
Out in the state where people knew ings against MounDay in the supreme the city of Winnipeg, and T. H. Crotty, Cross Drug Store. Adv.
didn't
stop
But MounDay's plans
nothing of the sugar trust except as
there. It Is alleged that he sent out they read of the investigations in the
thousands of circulars regarding the newspapers, MounDay posed as a trust
great future of the land which Moun- magnate and his prominence
in
and
Day assumed to own or control
creased, according to en affidavit,
in which he sold contracts broadcast which has been obtained by the govover the country. These circulars ernment. It was
just at the time whe
tolj of tne irrigation possibilities, of- the government was rushing its Intne water rights of the great Rio Gal- spectors to New York to gain informaO. G. SCHAEFER.
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
linas which flowed through the very tion
the alleged
frauds of
regarding
center of the land. A big
the sugar trust in dodging the paypamphlet was issued to tell of this ment of duties that MounDay is said
wonderful land and the opportunities to have conceived his clever
plan.
CAPITAL PAID IN
for the small Investors. Men and
The Topeka man, according1 to the
SURPLUS
women were led to believe that their
government affidavit, frequently told
$100,000.00
150,000.00
lands were protected by water and
that he was one of the men
people
the
that
and
country
Irrigation rights
r
interested in the big New York sugar
was soon to become a veritable Gar"it.
Then
he followed up his
corporation.
den of Eden.
lit
statement
with
the
that
the
assertion
And yet at no time since the incorsugar trust, having organized a land
poration of either the Oklahoma or
department, had placed him at its
I. M. Cunningham,
MounD
have
President.
New Mexico companies
Hosklus, Cashier.
head.
the farmer or
Immediately
comPrank
or
their
associates
Lewis, Ass't. Cash
K.
Springer,
his
and
Day
business' man with whom MounDay
panies owned any water or irrigation was
talking became Interested. Surely
water
the
and
Mexico
New
in
L.
rights
were an evil and a menace
trusts
the
rights in the country he nolds land
contracts In is owned by other inter- - to civilization hut here was a chance
ests even in excess of the capacity of to get in on the ground floor with the
the little stream. Yet on page 15 of big American sugar trust. And when
his pamphlet on "The Pecos Valley MounDay courteously offered to let
of New Mexico," MounDay leaves in the victim in, there was a clamor for
'
the mind of the innocent purchaser (Standing room.
Sold to 16,000 Kansans
the idea that he can control and will j
In
a
statement
acre-!
made to a State JourInsure water rights over 60,000
nal representative before the arrest of
feet of water.
Still further in MounDay's circulars MounDay, and his wife by the govern-ar00
statements regarding the fertility ment, A. B. Quinton, as MounDay's
of the soil and 'the wonderful crops attorney, stated that there were 16,000
Office With the San Miduel National Bank
on the land which he sought to sell, persons in Kansas who had bought
Under these descriptions it Is claimed contracts in the American Sugar Man-tha- t
innocent Kansas men arrd worn-- . ufacturing and Refining company. The
Wm. Q. HAYUON
President
en invested more than $100,000 in the statement was made by Quinton when
H W. KELLY
Vice President
lands, receiving at the end of their the State Journal asked regarding the
I) T HOSKINS
payment period a clearance contract similarity of the names of the two
Treasurer
his
In
which entitled them to their lands on MounDay corporations.
For,
the day of a mysterious "opening," land selling project, MounDay in realINTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
whlch MounDay would some time an-- , ity sold land contracts In an Okla
notmce and lead th Investors Into homa corporation, but was also inter-

government. So close was the organ
ization formed that it
that
state and government officials, pr-- :inent business men and bankers were
induced to. lend support to the cam
paign of deception without knowledge
of the man's real purpose.
In 1907 MounDay and some associates organized the Amarican Sugar
Manufacturing and Refining company. The corporation was given a
charter in Oklahoma.
At that time
MounDay and men with whom he was
working held option contracts for the
purchase of 155,000 acres of land in
New Mexico. And in connection wifh
the New Mexican land deal is brought
to light the name of Thomas B. Cat
ron, United States senator from New
Mexico, who is said to have been interested in the negotiation of that option contract for the purchase of land.
Senator Catron, at this time, though,
does not appear to be involved in any
irregularities and within the last few
days has revealed to government officials most valuable information in
the prosecution of the people Interested in the sugar company.
Until the fall of 1911 the Oklahoma
corporation sold land under its option
contract, although it does not appear
that the company owned a foot of
soil in New Mexico nor at the time
was in position to give a warranty
deed to any land. Thousands of dollars worth of contracts were sold.
Then MounDay seemingly devised a
He organized
most clever scheme.
under the laws of New Mexico a com
pany bearing the same name as the
Oklahoma corporation. There wasn't
so much as a state designation between the two companies and MounDay was Interested in both.
With a scheme for building a sugar
refinery' in New Mexico, MounDay
succeeded in interesting many prominent Kansans in his new corporation.
Among the incorporators of this new
company appeared the names of United States Senator Charles Curtis, A.
W. Smith, pension agent, Charles Sessions, secretary of state, and A. B.
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From Lanchowfu,
Peking, July
the capital of Kansu province, cornea
the report of a man u?med Ksi who
was arrested last February with two
coffins- in his possession containing
the remains of near relatives, around
which were packed four thousand
ounces of- opium which he was taking
with the corpses into Sbansi. It Is
the custom 'Of the Chinese to take
their dead In huge wooden coffins
back to the place of their birth.
The prisoner was tried and sentenc
The
ed to ten years imprisonment.
central
the
to
case then was referred
"and the man
government in Peking,
execuwas sentenced to death. The
the
prisontion has just taken place,
er being shot Instead of decapitated,
as was the practice in the old days.
In connection with the suppression
of the use of opium news reaches
of some
Peking from time to time
governthe
which
measure
drastic
ment is able to enforce in spite of
the disorganization ii is experiencing
as a result of the revolution. Rebeports tell frequently of fighting
formed
have
who
tween farmers
bands and. armed themselves with the
a
object of successfully- harvesting
the
.Sometimes
reports
of
opium.
crop
tel of Christians being made special
objects of attack and even murder
because they oppose the Trowing of
the poppy. The rule pf keeping
hands off the missionary and his property, however, is still generally observed, as it was throughout the revolution.
' ' '
Other reports tell of proclamations
threatening death for a third offence
Still
in selling or smoking opium.
others tell of great stocks of the drug
being burned amidst festival celebra-tions- .
Some $25,000 worth of confiscated opium went up in smoke In
Tientsin a few( weeks ago, while
bands played and people drank tea
aid listened to speeches telling of
the harm opium had aone the Chinese. It Is believed by foreigners and
Chinese alike that such drastic meas-une- s
would not be possible at this period of reconstruction if rhe feeling of
the nation were not in favor of the
reform.
The restriction of the miportatvon
and growth has caused the value of
opium in China to be enormously enhanced. Those who persist in using
it must now do so not only in secret
but at prices which only the rich can
afford. It is now said to be beyond
the poor man, selling as it does for
many times what it cost before the
suppresion began. In1 consequence
there are great inducements to carry
on the trade illicitly, and much smug,
gling and growing in remote hill
countries Is attempted.
The cleverness of the Chinese poshiplice in discovering smuggled
ments is shown by the instance given
above of the great burning at Tientsin. But in the country they are not
always so clever, and many fields of
growing poppy come to government
notice directly or indirectly through
foreign misionaries and their converts.
An American missionary, E. W.
Thwing, representing tn international reform bureau, which has its headquarters at Washington, has been devoting practically all his time for a
number of years to the suppresion of
the opium habit. He has been lead- 28.

-

-

.

ing the campaign for the Chinese
where it came in conflict with foreigners, and, as a result, he has acquired many enemies among those
foreigners interested in the continuance of the trade. Thwing has shown
the Chinese how to organize
societies and how to deal legally and to the best advantage with
the white men in the business, who
are subject to no Chinese laws but
only to the jurisdiction of their own
consular courts.
Thwing recently stated in a public
speech in Shanghai mat, while Chinese officials and people have suppressed the greater part of the traffic
throughout the country, and stamped
it out altogether in some provinces,
the foreign quarter of Shanghai was
licensing more opium shops each
year. The suppression in what is
known as the Native City had forced
the opium traders ana tne smokers
into the foreign settlements controlled by the foreign consuls subject to
the orders o their governments.
This, Thwing contends, is contrary
to the Hague Opium convention,
where all the- interested powers
agreed to reduce the number of opium
shops in the Chinese territories controlled by them in proportion to tne
reduction made by the Chinese government.
Comment is frequently made on the
fact that two of the foremost American interests in China, the sale of
cigarettes and the propagation of
Christianity, seriously conflict. Agents
of American and British missionary
societies distribute bibles, and agents
Tobacco
of the '
Company, which controls the sale of
cigarettes in China, both penetrate
to the far Interior. In some remote
little towns in the provinces bordering Mongolia, Thibet or Turkestan
the only wMte men will be two small
hostile groups of Americans, of two
or three men each, one trying to induce the Chinese to give up their little water pipes for thti cigarette, the
other urging that all things American are not good to adopt. Generally
these two little groups of men are
not on speaking terms.
anti-opiu-

-
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Mexico Is Hungry.

reopen the railroad from the capital
to Laredo, but in spite of some success attained the rebel movement
continued to grow and the govern
ment" was forced to concede the' seriousness of the situation in the exe
treme south of the states of
and Tabasco, as well as in the
north, while the rebels operating in
Veracruz along the coast line between
Veracruz and Tampico forced the attention of the war department.
From time to time marked progU;s
In the campaign against the Zapaiis
tas was announced, and undoubtedly
thousands were brought from that
district and Rent into the army, exiled to Quintanoo Roo or shot. But the
Zapntistas continued active, carrying
the warfare characterized by fire and
loot. Into the 'neighboring states and
even into the federal ditrict.1 That
bands were operating in rifleshot of
Tlalpam or San Ansel ceased to excite interest on San Finnclsco street.
As an example of the nervousness
felt in official centers was the fact
that soldiers were detailed to ride on
the suburban cars early in July.
Rebels on whom Pascual Orozco
last year conferred the title of a
commissioned officer, and whose title
was used with quotation marks In the
newspapers of the capital, have come
into their own. They were taken into
the army with the same rank, but In
a division styled "irregular militia."
The army had become topheavy wfth
classifications, and President Huerta
ha issued a decree converting all affiliated bodies into the regular establishment. It was announced that hereafter General Orozco and General
Salazar and General Campa and all
other holders of titles should be generals or such as their rank nrrglit entitle in the regular army.
In connection with the program for
upbuilding the army, Huerta has ordered a number of changes that have
created comment, some of which is
not altogether
favorable. One of
these was the order to purchase
lances with which a portion of the
cavalry will be equipped instead of
with sabres. The fact that the British
used them with success in South Africa is said to have caused' Huerta to
insist upon their use in his (hrmy.
The use of more automobiles also
has been insisted on by the president,
and the column which went north
along the line of the National railway carried about fifty cars. When
the order reached the war department
to use more automobiles there was no
time to deal with the. factories, and
agents of the department went on
the. streets buying where they could
from private individuals. It was
Huerta's Idea to uso thq cars not so
much for the rapid transportation of
officers but for the speedy movement of reserves from the rear.
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Bioed Remedy
Brings Health to a Host of
Sufferers.

js.
J

The remarkable
action of S. S. S. In
ne blood 'B E'ven
t
impetus by a letter
received from Earl
C. Cook, 708 South
Center St., Bloom-Ingto111. He Bays,
"I suffered several
'
months and took
a4 treatment here, but
vj? obtained relief only
for a few days at a
g
time. Becoming
doubtful of results,
I quit the doctors,
and there was marked Improvement
from the start. I used thirteen bottles
of S. S. S. and was entirely cured. My
blood was in a dreadful condition, and
I can not thank S. S. S. enough for my
wonderful recovery."
This preparation stands alone among
specific remedies as a blood purifier.
!t is somewhat revolutionary In Its
composition, since it accomplishes all
that was ever claimed for mercury.
Iodides, arsenic and other destructive
mineral drug's, ant! yet it Is absolutely
a purely vegetable product. There are
more cases of articular rheumatism,
locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis and
similar diseases resultant from the use
of minerals than from disease germs
direct.
These facts are brought out
In a highly Interesting book compiled
by the medical department of The
Swift Specific Co., 192 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. It is mailed free, together
with a special letter! of advice to all
who are struggling with a blood disease.
of your
Get a bottle of S. S. S.
drup-gtstIt will surprise you with, its
wonderful action in the blood.
o not accept anything claimed to
be "just as good." There is nothing
lBe to take the place of S. S. S.
n,
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Cam-pech-

July 28. Mexico is
getting hungry, and early in July it
was evident that this condition would
much worse before relief
become
could be had. Failure to plant crops
in thousands pf fields formerlyulti-vated-,
the increasing number of Idle
men due to the closing down of the
numerous industrial concerns, and the
indirect
siege instituted ' against
scores of cities have resulted in reGeneral Blanquet, the successor of
ducing to a deplorable condition re- General Mondragon as minister of
gions" where a great majority of the war, rose from the ranks and wears
population asked only to be permitted on his watch chain a gold coin comto work.
memorative of a duty he performed
Lack of money resulting from lack when a
officer. He
of work has had its effect in increas was in the army that besieged tEm-pering the prices, but the most direct
Maxmillian at Queretaro. When
cause has been the cutting of the rail- the order came for the execution of
roads In all parts of the country.
Maxmillian Blanquet was detailed on
The fall of Durango revealed that the firing squad. Arter tne emperor
the people of that town had been pay- fell life was not extinct, and Sergeant
ing fabulous sums for certain ordi- Blanquet was ordered to advance and
nary commodities and that meat was deliver the final shot. Just prior t
an unobtainable luxury. Torreon for the shooting Maxmillian gave to each
a time was In a situation almost as of his executioners a bold coin, and it
bad.
Reports from Chihuahua were is one of these coins Blanquet still
that one egg was 'bringing a peso and wears.
that eight pesos were paid for a kilo,
s
of
or two and
opnds,
ON HER KITCHEN STOVE
sugar. Conditions in Saltillo and
It is interesting to note that the
Monterey became serious notwith- most sucessful remedy for woman's
standing that the government was ills was
originally prepared nearly
able most of the time to keep open
ago by Mrs. Lydia E.
years
forty
the line from Tampico. In all towns
Pinkbam of Lynn, Mass., by steeping
the neighboring country is depended
roots and herbs on her kitchen stove
of
the
to
a
upon
large part
supply
and supplied to friends and neighfood supply, but even where the railwithout cost. Its fame spread;
bors
roads were kept open marauding
demand
the
grew; until now many
bands of rebels made it their business
roots
and herbs are used each
tons
of
to prevent the entry of supplies from
in order to supply this famous
year
farms
brought
the neighboring truck
has proved such a marin on the backs of Indians or in carts. remedy which
in controlling diseases
success
velous
The effect of these tactics has been
Merit alone could have
of women.
where
in
the
felt
itself,
capital
keenly
this test of time. Adv.
prices have more than doubled in the stood
past year.
Failure to plant crops has not yet MORE ARSON TRIALS IN CHICAGO
had its full direct effect. The season
Chicago, July 28. Five more alfor the maturing of most crops has leged members of Chicago's arson
not come, but when it does, it is in- trust were placed on trial today
evitable that the country will find It- Three of the five accused men were
self forced to buy abroad, and money interested in the ownership of a Milis scarce.,
In previous revolutions waukee avenue store which uurned
the planting has not been bo serious- three years ago. The other two were
ly hindered, but since this is the most public fire insurance adjuster?.
widesphead revolt the country has
seen there are hundreds of thousands
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and
of unplanted acres.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Those who were attempting to keep
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
in touch with revolutionary activities
by marking a map rearmed early n farmer, residing near Fleming, P. O.,
"For the past fourteen
July that the most simple means was Pa., says:
"nrs I have used Chamberlain's Colic
not to block in with black those regions held by the rebels, but to block Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my
in the portions where the govern- family and have found it to be an exment's control was unquestioned. It cellent remedy. I always have a bot-'of it in my house and take pleaswas much more simple and required
ure in recommending it to my
much less time.
Keen expectations of success were friends." For sale by all dealers.
created by the determined efforts U dv.
Mexico

BIG

(
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THREE

college nines find worthy opponents
in the Orient. The tour of the world
Sox
by the combined Gianta-Whitforces during the coming
winter
e

should add impetus to the sport
abroad. Another indication of the
growth of baseball Interest in
lands is shown in the trip of two Pa
cific coast promoters to Australia
with a view of ascertaining whether
the time has arrived for the establish
ment of a professional baseball league
among the cities of the Antipodes.
The game is played in the most unusual and
places, by
former fans found in the far corners
of the earth. For instance, baseball
is the one great game of the short
Alaska summer. The rivalry between
the various mining camps is extremely
keen, and large sums of money fre-- J
quently change hands on the outcome
of a game, since the Alaska miner
and colonist is ever ready to back his
opinions and favorites with either gold
dust or regular currency. A number
of former professional league and col
lege players are always available for
the teams, and the standard of play
compares favorably with that in the
states. The games are frequently
played under difficulties not experienced in the east and middle west. At
Ketchikan, where the home games
against Juneau are played, the only
level stretch of land suitable for a
diamond is along the ocean edge. Consequently the games must be played
at low tide, for 20 feet of water covers the home plate when the Pacific
sweeps in at high tide.
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IN THE TEST

far-awa- y

El GUSH
BULL'S

JOHN

ATHLETES

SHOW

THEY ARE PULLING UP
THE AMERICANS
i

ON

New York, July 28. The fact that
the United States and English track
and field championships were held upon the same day, makes a comparison
of the work of the native athletes
and their visiting competitors of more
than usual interest. England's A. A.
A. games were held on the famous
oval at Stamford Bridge,
London,
while the United States (championships were being contested at Chicago.. Some 17,000 spectators watched
the English and Swedish athletes
battle for honors in a drizzle, while
about half that numtfer sweltered in
a temperature close to 100 while American titles were won on a track and
in a field which failed to elicit any surprise from the competitors. Although
conditions as reported from both athletic fields were against
performances, a remarkable Improvement was shown in the general
work of the English and
Swedish athletes, indlcatin that the
lessons learned in recent Olympic
games defeats have not been forgot-

ILL

JUL IJLIV VICTOR S COURT

CASES

TEST
TAX

PHOOLEIIS

SUPREME COURT DECIOES THEY
ARE ENTITLED TO INSURANCE
MONEY OF STATE

THREE INJUNCTION

SUITS

IN COLFAX COUNTY

FILED

BY CITI-- !

ZENS

Santa Fe, N. M., July 28 In the
Santa Fe, N. M., July 2S. George
case of Thomas P. Delgado, treasurer E. Remley, district attorney of the
'
of the Santa Fe fire department, Eighth judicial district, composed of
brought against W. G. Sargent, state the counties of Taos, Colfax, Union
auditor, to compel the payment of $1,- - Land Quay, who has been in the city
200 alleged to be due the fire depart- - for the past two
days, was here to
ment under chapter 35 of the laws of consult with the attorney general on a
1909, on appeal to the supreme court, taxation matter which before it is finan opinion was handed down which ished will probably result in a deciis a victory for the fire department, sion of the supreme court in at pres
and since this is a test case it means ent a much discussed question.
that the various city fire departments
Three suits have been filed In Colfax
can legally claim the money given county asking that a restraining order
them under the 1909 law. The opin- he Issued to keep the county collector
ion of the court follows:
from selling property for taxes. Back
This is an action brought by the of these suits are several very impor
state on the relation of Tomas P. Del- tant questions. In one suit four banks
gado as treasurer of the fire depart- of Colfax county, located in Raton,
ment of the City of Santa Fe against Cimarron and Springer, have asked
William G. Sargent, auditor of the for the injunction to restrain the colstate, to compel the payment of the lector from selling their property besum of $1,200 to relator as such tres- - cause although they have paid their
urer. The respondent answered the taves on the 35 per cent valuation fix
alternative writ and alleged as cause ed in 1912 by the Colfax assessor, they
for his refusal to issue his warrant have not paid and refuse to pay the
for said sum, that there were no funds additional taxes on the 15 per cent
available for the payment of such war- raise which the state board of equaliten.
Taking Big Chances
rant by reason of the fact that the zation put on them. Consequently
It is too crrent a risk io depend upon
The English program consisted of
legislative assembly of 1912 h,ad di- their property has been advertised for
14 events, of which English' athletes neighbors or sending for medicine in verted the fund into the state salary sale and
they are fighting the case.
of a sudden attack of bowel com- fund.
won nine and Sweden's representaThe district court awarded a
In another suit, brought Jointly by
tives five. Four A. A. A. records were plaint. In almost every neighborhood peremptory writ and the state auditor several large land owners in Colfax
established, two by the Swedes and fomeone has died" from cholera mor- appealed to this court.
jcounty, they have paid their 1912
two by English contenders. The Uni bus that could have easily been saved
Judgment of the court below af- taxes on a basis of 40 cents for their
ted States schedule contained 18 con had the proper medicine been at hand. firmed.
grazing lands but refused to come up
tests in which two new games rec Then think of the suffering that must
with the balance made payable by the
Syllabus
1. Chapter 135, Laws of 1909, inter- raising of the assessed valuation o
ords were made, one by an American be endured until medicine can be obborn and the other by an Irish athlete. tained. The safe way is to keep at preted and held that the appropriation grazing lands from 40 cents to 75
A comparison of the programs of the hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, carried by that that act were limited cents an acre by the state board of
two meets show that 11 similar events Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has to the insurance monies mentioned In equalization.
Both, these cases will
never been known to fail and has un- the title.
test and define the powers of the
appeared on both, and with these as
2.
a basis a comparing of records proves uuumeaiy savea tne lives or many
Under Sec. 21 of Chap. 83, laws state board of equalization, and reeople. Buy it now. It only costs a of 1912, only the surplus monies in
that the times or,distances were betgardless of which way It is decided
ter at Stamford Bridge in Bix of the quarter." Foi sale by all dealers
the Insurance fund, over and above will have a most Important hearing on
11 competitions.
To what extent lo- Adv.
the amount required to meet the ap- future taxation matters.
cal conditions effected these figures
In the third cast!, certain property
propriations under Chapter 135, Laws
there is no way of knowing.
The
of 1909, were diverted to the state owners of Raton are seeking an incomparison is made simply to show
junction to prevent a sale because the
salary fund.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
statements that
3. The last paragraph of Section 18, assessor and later the collector in ist
that the
THE COMING WEEK l
on
European athletes are gradually apChapter 83, laws of 1912, held to be on collecting taxes on a vsl-uvoid as relative of Section 16 of Ar which the county commisslone r, ss a
proaching standards are not based on
4idle observation.
ticle 4 of the constitution which pro board of equalization lowered. The
Monday.
hibits
200
general legislation in approprl assessor based his raise on the ground
with
the
100,
and
Beginning
ppenlng of Grand circuit race meet ation bills.
that he had received orders from. th
runs Engljnd showed a winner in
at Grand Rapids, Mich,
state board of equalization to raise the
T
the first two events in the person of ing;
Opening of week of motor boat rac The Difference Between "The Summer assessed valuation
of Colfax county
W. R. Applegarth, who won In 10 and
ing at Toledo and
O.
Girl" and "The Summer Woman'
In order to raise that comi$1,000,000
21
seconds respectively against
Opening of three days' auto race
While the former is having a "good
rata of the increased cost of
and
Sprinter Drew's times of 10
time" the latter is too often dragging ty's pro
meeting at Galveston Texas.
state
over territorial gov
tired
government
run
22 5 seconds at Chicago.
the
out,
down,
around
nervous,
Haff,
Opening of New Hampshire state
limbs, ernment. The assessor raised, the
Chicago A. A. and Michigan flyer won championship tennis tournament at with aching back and weary
sleepless and wretched. Often it Is county commissioners cut it down and
while G. Niccl Crawford Notch.
the 440 yards in 51
kidney trouble r.ot female trouble and the collection is trying to collect ac
at London. In both the
did 49
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and cordance with the
Tuesday.
instructions from
'). 3
half and one mile runs the United
P(f.tive help for the condU'ou
Opening of Michigan "Short-ship-"
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. the state board. This too will prove
States figures were better. Baker, circuit race meeting at Findlay, O.
'
Adv.
an important test case.
the New York A. C. runner, captured
Leach Cross vs. Matty Baldwin, 20
It is probable that the attorney gen
seconds. rounds, at Vernon. Cal.
the 880 in 2 minutes and
AUTO RACING AT GALVESTON
will appear for the state with Mr.
eral
in
E. Wide, of Sweden, winner
Eddie Murphy vs. Gilbert Gallant,
Eng
Galveston, Tex., July 28. Incoming Remley in these cases. It is also said
Nora
10
of
slower.
was
second
at
Boston.
land,
rounds,
trains this morning brought large that regardless of how the lower court
man Tabor won the mile at Chicago
Knockout" Mars vs. Johnny Cree- of automobile enthusiasts decides that the matter will
contingents
be taken
in 4 minutes 20.2-5- , while Zander, of ley, 10 rounds, at Cincinnati.
to attend the Galveston beach races. to the supreme court of the
state.
the Swedish team, required 4 minutes
Wednesday.
With cars running at top speed for
In all three cases Judjre T. I). leib
25
seconds to, take the English
Opening of annual Long Branch the final tryouts before the great racgranted temporary restraining orders,
title. In the running broad jump horse show, Long Branch, N. J.
es, the speedy drivers who are to and the cases will be heard on
July
Abrahams cleared 22 feet 6 inches at
Thursday.
strive for the handsome trophies and 31 and August 1 as to whether
the
the A. A. A. games, while Stiles, the
Opening of New York state cham cash
prizes offered by the Galveston temporary injunction
will be mad
inch. pionship tennis tournament In Brook.
winner at Chicago, did 22 feet
Cotton Carnival and the American permanent or not.
The running high jump showed that lyn.
Automobile
Association of Texas.
Opening of annual tournament of made run after run over the beach
Richards, the Olympic champion, had
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
but
of an inch advantage over Vermont State Golf Asosciation at course this
their
Instead ot the daily .torment of
morning,
perjcting
Baker, England's champion, who jump- Rutland.
with every foot of its weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
Annual Gold Challenge Cup motor acquaintance
swollen joints and rheumatism,
ed 6 feet 1 inch. Nilsson, the Swedish
'obey
distance, and shaking their engines
shot putter, pushed the weight out 47 boat races begin at Thousand Islands, down to their fittest form for the that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
They
N.
with
Y.
nature, which
feet 4Yn inches, against American
accounts for their success in all kidgreat tests of speed and endurance.
inch
Friday
Champion Whitney's 40 feet 2
and
bladder
disorders. They are
The regular program of races was ney
Opening of annual "Oana'i'a:i Henes. In the pole vault and hammer
strengthening and tonic.
this afternoon and will healing,
inaugurated
at
St.
Ont.
ley"
regatta
Catharines,
that impulse today
throw the American figures were far
and
be continued over tomorrow and Wed- Obey
them a chance to help your. o.give
G.
Saturday
superior to those made at Stamford
14
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store!
Hen- nesday. The program provides for
Second
the
"Canadian
of
day
Bridge.
Adv.
events with cash prizes aggregating
ley" regatta at St. Catharines, Ont.
the
distances
from
$6,550,
ranging
Island
state
Opening of Rhode
WEDDING
President Ban Johnson of the Am- championship tennis to"m:ui;eut at one mile flying start to the
Paris, July 2S. The marriage took
erican league said recently, in discuss- Providence.
Carnival Sweep$5,000 Cotton
place here today of Miss Dorothy'
ing the future of baseball, that he
First annual track and field meet of stakes, to be run for four hours and
of Wilburn
daughter
that
a
would
believed
half
all
of
the
three
the Whitehead,
though
game
firmly
days
the Minneapolis Athletic Club, MinWhitehead, formerly of Cleveland, O.,
In the course of coming years become
races.
neapolis.
who has been residing in Paris for
the one of the few real International
for the new
Laying of corner-ston- e
several years, to Basil J. Williams,
WEEK
AT
THIS
GRAND
RAPIDS
which
in
teams
In
countries
of
sports
home of the Minneapolis
Athletic
a
young London broker. The couple
Grand
Mich.,
Rapids,
July
all parts of the world could meet and Club.
will spend their honeymoon 1n an autrotters
are
that
and
speedy
pacers
a
As
basematter of fact,
compete.
Championship races of the Canadtomobile tour of France.
ball is already an international game, ian Canoe Association, St. Johns, following the big line campaign this
summer
force
in
full
turned
at
up
although the caliber of play abroad Que.
Stinsrs or bites of insects that are
the local track today for the opening
does not, of course, equal that disJimmy Clabby vs. Freddie Hicks,
followed by swellings, pain or
the
in
of
fourth
Grand
itching
the
meeting
played by teams in the United States. 12 rounds, at Butte, Mont.
should be treated promptly, as thev
circuit
is
It
series.
pregenerally
are poisonous.
Wherever Americans
BALLARD'S
migrate and
SXOW
If the weather here' Is LINIMENT counteracts
the poison, ft
When the baby is suffering the dou- dicted that
settle there baseball is played, just
favorable the meeting will be the is bcth antiseptic and healing, prion
as Englishmen carry cricket with ble affliction of hot weather and bowmost successful held so far this year. 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
el
the
Is
needed
disorders,
remedy
them to all parts of the world. There
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the A program of six days of racing and by Central Drug Co. Adv.
is a difference, however, in that base- feverish condition, corrects the stoma slake offering amounting to
0
ball has proved more popular than ach and checks looseness of the bowhas proved a strong magnet to POWER CRAFT RACE AT TOLEDO
50c
els.
25c
Price
and
per bottle,
cricket among the natives of such
attract the stable owners. The big
Toledo, O., July 28. A big fleet of
"'nld by Central Drug Co. Adv.
lands.
stake event of the week will be the the fastest motor boats In America
The game has won favor and is
STOVALL TO SWITZERLAND
Furniture Manufacturers', for 2:12 was on hand here today for the openplayed in Cuba, Japan, China, MexNew York, July 28. Colonel Pleas- class trotters, worth
$10,000.
The ing of a week of racing in connection
ico, South America, Porto Rico, Phil- ant A. Stovall, the Savannah news- other stake events on the
progiam with the Perry centennial celebration.
ippines, France, Australia, Sweden, paper publisher whom President Wil- are the Grand Rapids railway, for After two days of racing on the Maw-me- e
Germany and even in England to a son recently appointed United States 2:20 class trotters, $2,000; the
river speedway the boat? will
for 2:li class pacers, $5,000, cross to Putin-Baslight extent. The tours of Cuban, minister to Switzerland, has arrive!
for a series m
Chinese and Filipino teams no longer in New York and expects to sail to- and the Giftline, for 2:05 class pacera. handicaps and frea for all ccn'.-mexcite comment in this country, and morrow en route to his nw po6t
$2,000.
during the remainder cf the w V.
record-breakin-
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result Is expected to give a line on state is decided in the opinion handed
the relative strength of the democrat- down yesterday by the supreme court
ESTABLISHED 1879.
ic, republican and progressive parties In the following case:
No. 1575.
in this ioction.
Published By
Guy Herbert, assessor, etc., appel-- !
The late Congressman Goodwin, rein
was
elected
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
September lant, vs.
publican,
Board of County Commissioners,
last over Gould, democrat, the sitting
(Incorporated.)
member, by a plurality of only 709. Chaves county, appellee, on appeal
EDITOR Mr. Goodwin's success was attributed from Chaves county.
M. M. PADGETT
This action was instituted In the
to her personal popularity, his long
acquaintance with republican politics, court below by appellant, who Is the
and his Intimate personal association tax assessor of Chaves county, to recover compensation for his services.
with Thomas B. Reed.
at East' The September election was held Demurrer was Interposed, which was
Entered it the
Las Vosas, New Merico, (or traus-- i while the truce between the republi- sustained by the court. The judgment
'
mission through the litited States: cans and the progressives was in of the court below is affirmed.
SYLLABUS
matter.
force. The progressives had no .canmails is second class
1.
The judgment of the district
didate in the field and those who deTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
sired to flock apart from the old par- court Is affirmed upon the authority
Dally, by Carrier
ties had to choose between the so- of State vs. Romero, 124 Pac. 649, and
9 05
Ier Copy
State vs. Romero, 125 Pac. 617, decidcialist and the prohibition tickets.
15
One Week
In the coming election the situation ed by this court March 23, 1912.
65
One Month
will be entirely different. The change
Water Application Filed
$7.50
Year
One
R. Creasy Master and Giles Master
which has come over the situation
Daily, by Mail
since September last is traceable to of Ramah, McKlnley county, have lied
$6.00 the
One Year
attempt of the progressives to an application with the state engineer
3.00
Six Months
defeat Mr. Burleigh for election as for 1.5 second feet from the Pescado
senator last fall. They came very river for the purpose of irrigating 100
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
near succeeding, and as a result of acres.
GROWER
the strength shown by the party then
Monty Recovered
$2.00
One Year
deo'ded to make a hard fight to
J. P. Monty, engineer in charge of
they
1.00
Six Months
the Albuquerque Jemez road, who has
elect a progressive to succeed
Goodwin.
The man whom been ill with ptomaine poisoning, will
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
they have selected to make the race be out and at work again in a week,
tions.)
is Edward M. Lawrence, a practical accordln gto a letter from Jemez
Remit by draft, check or money or business man and an experienced poSprings received by the state enginder. If sent otherwise we will not
followa
with
eer's
conquerable
litician,
department this morning. . It is
be responsible for loss.
i
also
;
said
that the state engineer's suring In Off torn Maine.
j
Specimen copies free on applies
It 'will 'fie die progressive 'partes vey party under Mr. Monty has reachtlon.
first appeal auce in a congressional ed the Rio Salado, below San Isidro,
in' Maine, and that's what the and has found a fine hard roadbed over
election
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
count upon to win. They ey a shorter route than the present road
democrats
TIME
THE EXPIRATION OF
the
when
republicans were united tit from the hog back down to the river.
PAID FOR
Wanted for Kidnaping
will be easy for them to beat the reAmbrose W. Thompson of SpringAdvertisers are guaranteed the publicans divided.
largest daily and weekly circulation The choice of the republicans for field, Mass., is wanted for kidnaping
old son, Robert W. Thompof any newspaper in northern New tlie seat in congress is John A. Peters his
an Ellsworth lawyer, who was speaker son, according to a circular received
Mexico.
of the Maine house last winter. The by the mounted police. His wife, who
count of the primary returns Is ex- following divorce proceedings, was
TELEPHONES
2
Main
Business Office
pected to show the nomination of Wil- awarded the custody of the child, is
."....Main 9 liam R, Pattangall as the democratic making every effort to locate him. She
News Department
candidate. Mr. ' Mattangall is mayor says he was fond of the west. Accord1913.
of Waterville, a former attorney-generMONDAY, JULY 28,
ing to the circular, Thompson has a
of the state, a lawyer and editor, police record, having served at least
member of several legislatures and one term in the Virginia state peniEXPECT ANOTHER VICTORY
28.
A
Me..
Augusta,
primary generally recognized as one of the tentiary. He is about six feet tall,
July
was held in the Third Maine congres ablest leaders of the democratic party has light brown hair, high cheek
'"
bones, small blue eyes, large nose,
sional district today to select candi- in Maine.-''- .'dates for the special election to be
large ears which stand out from his
SALARY CASE DECIDED
head, and thin lips. He is a constant
held September 8, when the successor
Santa Fe, N. M., .July 28. A county smoker.
to the late Congressman Forrest Goodwin will be named. The election is officer salary question of Importance
ubscribe for The optic.
looked forward to with Interest, aB the to almost every county officer in the
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CONFIDENCE IS CREATED
Chicago, July 28. Members of the
TODAY IN CONfSRESS
directorate of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, returned
here tonight from a tour of the west
Washington, July 28. Senate: Met In the interest of the organization.
and resumed general debate on tar They express themselves as well
iff bill.
pleased with the result of their trip.
Senator Townsend complained
of
"Western men have fixed in their
"executive interference" and caucus minds the necessity of supporting
domination.
American busintss pollicies by esJudiciary committee recommended tablishing confidence and understandfavorable action on appointment of ings between the east and west," said
Representative John V. Davis as so- Harry Wheeler, president of the

licitor general.
, Lobby committee

continued

hear
TO

ings.

Eleven
republicans
progressive
agreed to support Senator La Follette's
substitute schedules on wool, cotton
and several parts of tariff bill.
e
Senator Bryan proposed before
committee legislation to prevent
the postmaster general from making
changes in rates and size regulations
of parcel post.
Met at noon and adjournHouse:
ed at 12:03 p.m., a record short session, because of Republican Leader
Mann's filibuster for debate on
white slave case.
Representative Howard, of Georgia,
introduced resolution calling on civil
service commission for information on
soliciting of campaign funds among
government employes In Atlanta in
post-offic-

HIM

CROSS-EXAMIN-

Washington, July' 28. Less' than
1,000 of Martin M. Mulhall's letters
as a lobbyist for the National Association of Manufacturers remained to be
put into the records when the senate
committee met today.
investigating
Attorneys for the association and the
American Federation of Labor grante
the
ed the right to
withness through the committee, will
attempt to shake Mulhall's story before he Is turned over to the house
lobby committee about the middle of
this week.

LUMBER

MAN

KILLED

Rochester, N. Y., N. Y., July 28 E.
J. Sankpeal, vice president of a lumber company, and Miss Martha Martle-bin- ,
a young woman of this city, were
instantly killed early today when the
automobile driven by,, Sankpeal was
struck by the Wolverine express on
the New York Central at a crossing
in Penfleld, a few miles from the city.
Mrs. Sankpeal identiifed both bodies
at the morgue this morning. She
told the coroner she had quarreled
with her husband last night and be
left her In anger. She was sitting
up awaiting his return when notified
of the accident.
-

FIRST MORMON TEMPLE
Cardston, Alberta, July 28. The
first Mormon1 temple to be built In
Canada was dedicated here yesterday. President Jospeh G. Smith and
other officials of the church were
present.

cross-examin-

BUFFALO BILL "BROKE"
Trenton, N. J., July 28. An
petition in bankruptcy was filed
here against the Buff alo Bill Wild West
and Pawnee Bill shows. Service was
1912.
made on Gordon W. Lillie, president
of the company controlling the shows.
W. O. W. HOLD MEETING
The company is a New Jersey corpo
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 28.
ration.
Auxiliary proceedings will be
More than 300 delegates to the coninstituted in Denver. The assets and
vention of the Pacific jurisdiction of
liabilities were not stated in the pe
the Woodmen of the World, escorted
;
tition.
by local members of the order and of
tW-MH-- tColorado Springs, Colorado City and
GRAND STAND COLLAPSES"
Manituo officials, marched in the parGalveston, Texas, July 28 The
ade this morning which marked the
of the grandstand at the Galves
formal opening of the triennial con- ton beach automobile race course col
vention of the order here. Immediate- lapsed
just before the beginning of
ly following the parade, the visitors the races today. Several persons were
assembled at Temple theater, where hurt, none fatally. There ,was no panof ic and
McKesson delivered an address
spectators quickly settled down
wtlcome. The response was made by to watch the races.
Consul Boak.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, July 28. Wheat declined

today on account of the weak cables
and because of the fine weather northwest. Nearly all the pit traders took
the bear side. The opening was
lower. September which started
to
at 86 to 864, a loss of
The close
fell to
net
was nervous with September
lower at 8686.
off
September corn opened
to a shade up at 62 to 62 and rose
to 634
The close was firm at
63
for September; a gain of
net.
.September oats started a sixteenth
cent down at 40' to WA
to
''
and rose to 40.
with
hogs but
Provisions weakened
coarse
when
strength
developed
grains bulged. First sales varied to
2
lower to an advance of 10 cents
with September options as follows:
Pork, $21.27; lard $11.77; ribs$11.80. The closing quotations wereWheat, July 85; September
Dorember 89; May HViCorn, July 62; September 634 ;
December 60.
Oats, July 39; September 40;
December 42; May 45.
Pork, September $21.35;, October

.,

8686.

-

TEXAS FARMERS' CONGRESS
NO DEATHS EXPECTED
College
Station, Tex., July 28.
Boulder, Colo., July 28. None of Bumper crops for Texas this year
the six persons most seriously injured are predicted by the farmers who
in the overturning yesterday of five assembled
today from all over the
Colorado and Southern coaches of an state for the annual
meeting of the $20.85.
excursion train at Eldora, a mountain Texas Farmers congress. The conLard September
resort a few miles west of here, will gress is being held at the Texas A.
January
$11,87;
die, according to statements today & M. college and will continue until '' fcibs, September
by physicians.
Thursday.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 28. In the first
hour of today's stock market a decided
broadening of activity was seen to,
gether with a further advance in prices. Trading was largely professional
and no small part of the rise resulted
from the retirement of the short In-

terests.
With, the approach of noon, business
slackened In a marked manner, but
without much effect on prices. Panama twos were weak, breaking into
new ground on the bid- price of 95.
Bonds were steady.
Commission business expanded and
there was further absorption for foreign accounts contributing largely to
the market's strong tone. The risd
failed to bnins out the supply of
stocks instrumental in the early rise.
This encouraged more buying for the
bull account. Among the
specialties,
American Express lost another five
points, declining to 145.
The only feature of the later session was its comparative dullness. Bus-nefell to the level where it failed
to possess any significance.
The market closed irregular. Some
very substantial recessions extending
to over a point in Union Pacific, marked the final hour dealings. There, was
little or no demand at the lower level and no renewal of operations by
the shorts. The last sales . were as
'"'
follows:
Amalgamated Copper
70
American Sugar
1J2
Atchison
99
162
Reading
Southern Pacific
93
Union Pacific
150
United States feteel
59
United States Steel, pfd....
108

ss

--

KANSAS

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, July 28. Hogs, reMarket steady. Bulk
ceipts 5,000.
$8.859; heavy $88.858.95; packers and butchers $8.859; lights
$8.959; pigs $7.508.50.
Cattle, receipts 13,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.509; dressed beef steers $7.258.50; western
Steers $6.508.20; southern steers
$5.707.25; cows $4.257; heifers
$58.85; stockers and feeders
8; bulls $4.506.75; calves $6.
-

10.00.

$11.77; October
$10.62.
$11.80;

Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market steaLambs $6.257.50; yearlings
October $4.755.50;
wethers
$4.505.25;
dy.

ewes

$11.57.

$3. 50

4. 65.
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a IDE MA DE SHIRT- SESPECTV
EVERY

MA HAT TAB, CUTTER AND CROSSETTE

SHIRTS. GUARANTEED
Every Shirt in the House on Sa.le

IN

We Offer These

Prices Only

ce in the Rotation of a Y ear

LET US SHOW THEM TO YOU

'
i

;

1

r
x

Your unrestricted choice of these well known brands at desirable prices. The patttrns are the newest and the materials the best. We wish to calf attention to a few of the
many good features to be found in our shirts such as a new reversable cuff, full fashioned bodies and sleeves, preshrunk fabrics etc. Don't fail to

SEE OUR. WINDOW DISPLAY
MANHATTAN SHIRTS AT WHOLESALE

NIDGLIGEE AND GOLF
STYLE
Both in this S pecial Lot

"A NEW ONE IF IT FADES";
$1.75
$2.00
$2.25
$3.00

Now

'Oft
You will find something in
to please ,

65c, 75c aid 85c
SHIR.TS '

PRICES

!

SI 25. S1.50'aoid $1,75 Vewlues.

1

this bunch

Plain White and
Plain While and
and $2.50 Plain
Plain White and

A complete

"The

Fancy Madrajss Soirts; Each"...,. .'. .'. .'. . . .".
Fancy Madrass Shirts, Each ...... White and Fancy Madrass Shirts; Each
Fancy Madrass Shirts, Each

i

v.

.

Elgin and Ferguson McKinney MakesO
Made of Good QviaJhy Chtrhbray,
J r :Vf '
PerceJe or Madras
i

.

',:.:' 1.69
...

2.19

While They Lixst At

run of sizas in good patterns. There is no better shirt
made the.n the Manha.tta.n. Try one

Store

'

of Quality"
OPPOSITE

515-51- 7

RAILROAD AVENUE

CASTANEDA HOTEL
Lav

tLm

ASlE WHO

N.M.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
H. Crites left today for Albuquerque, where he will be on business for
a few days.
John Brunton oi Shoem.Ue'r, who
was here to spend the week end, left
for his home.
N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of yesterday
the Santa Fe
Charles
town
will
In
and
Carlsbad, N. M., Is
bridge man from Albuquerque, is in
do business. Adv.
town on a short business visit.
R. C. Van Houten of the J. C. Van
John Cavanaguh came in last night
in
is
of
Shoemaker,
Houten company
Ribera where he has been for
from
town on a short business visit.
few days on business.
the
past
reMr. and Mrs. C. W. Carscallen
After
spent several .days in
having
turned yesterday from Pueblo, where
Secundino
Romero left
Las
Vegas,
they were visitors for the past few
yesterday for his ranch at El Cuervo.
days.
County Assessor Manuel A. SanB. R. Towney of Tennessee is in
chez has returned from a iho t trip
visit
town on a few days' business
to his home in the country south of
in the interests of the Maury Coffee
here.
company.
N. M. Abren of Sprmger is in town
is- a
Tex.,
C. S. Shepard of Dallas,
on
a short business visit. Mr. Abren
business visitor in this city. Mr
a prominent business man of
man
business
is a

MRS. PANKHURST SPEAKS
London,
July 28. Mrs. Emeline

PERSONALS

Pankhurst, the militant sufragette
leader, made a dramatic appearance
this afternoon on the stage of the
Music hall where the militants hold
their weekly meetings.
She was seated in an invalid chair
She
and was wrapped in shawls,
looked wan and ill, and several nurses
were in attendance. The appearance
of the militant leader was the signal
for a great display of enthusiasm.
Her stay was brief and she was afterward carried back to the taxicab in
which she arrived, without being mo
lested by the police. Mrs. Pankhurst
addressed a few words to the meeting,
assuring her audience that victory for
the cause was approaching. She then
put her prison license up to auction.
Bids were forthcoming from all parts
of the house and it was finally knocked down for $500.
Miss Annie Kenney was
outside the hall after a desperate
struggle. Mounted police had been
summoned to disperse the suffragette
sympathizers, who fiercely attacked
the police.

-

Shepard

prominent

Springer.

of Dallas.
F. J. Hagardorn of Cimorron is
Carl-biiis m
d
George Webb of
a
business visitor in xnis cuy. mr.
town on a visit. He came with the

militia, but remained and probably
will locate here.
reMrs. Ed Mann and family have
and
turned from a tour of Nebraska
They have been away for
Michigan.
'
the past month.
Leon Durham returned yesterday
afternoon from Wagon Mound, where
he has been a business visitor for
tho nast few days.
C. C. Davis, representative of the
Cudahy Packing company, with
at Wichita, Kas'., is in town
nn a short business visit.
Miss Ruth Sears, a former resident
nf this city, passed through here yes
at
terday en route from her home
Marceline. Mo., to California.
Mrs. I. P. Harvez left yesterday
afternoon for Trinidad where she ex
tn innatn. Mrs. Harvez has
been In this city for some time.
Miss Amelia Valdez left for her
home at Springer yesterday afternoon
after having spent the past week in
this city visiting friends and
neaa-quarte-

Joe Brown, the traveling auditor
for the Harvey system, is in town
and will be here for the next few
Cas
days examining the books of the
tenada.
Miss Aurora Lucero left this morn
She
ing for her home in Santa Fe.
at
year
the
past
has been here for
Unl
Normal
Mexico
New
the
tending
versltv.
Mrs. N. Wiel and daughter, Miss
Edith, left yesterday for their home
at Ocate. They have been in this
oitv for the past week visiting
friends.
A Dartv consisting of Harold Cohn,
Adolph Strauss, Helen Nahm and
Ruth Nahm left yesterday afternoon
for Ocate, where they will be visitors
for the coming week.
Rev. F. F. Grim, the field agent of
the Christian church for the state of
New Mexico, Is in town and will be
here for the coming week visiting the
Christian church of this city.
Adjutant General Albert S. Brookes
accompanied by his wife and son,
left vesterday for his home at Santa
Fe. General Brookes was In this city
durine the militia encampment.
Mrs. TTnton Hays, accompanied by
her daughters, Mary, Mercedes and
Josephine, left yesterday afternoon for
Los Angeles, Ca., where they will
visit friends for the next month.
Misses Mae and Marguerite Murnhev left yesterday afternoon for
their home at Raton. They have been
in this city for the past six weeks
attending the New Mexico Normal
University's summer session.

Hagadorn is a prominent resident of
Cimarron.
Miss Lucile Case, who has been
visiting friends in this city for the
past week, left today for her home
in Albuquerque.
Ernest Spitz, of Albuuqer i jo, who
formerly resided in Las Vegas, s nere
for a short, "visit at the home of Mrs.

;

Clara Heinemann.
H. H. Panton of Albuquerque came
in last night in his Hupmobile. He
will Temain in this city for the next
.,.
fpw days on business.
Mrs. Charles W..G. Wnrd returned
from Canada, where she has been for
the past two months. Mr. Ward is
expected home soon.
Rev. W.,M( Runyan, Ue evangelist
who has been here conducting meetings for the past two. weeks, left

FIELDING TU BRING

(

this afternoon for his home

BURKHART IS PROTESTED
Washington, July 28. Opposition to
the appointment of Summers Burk-hard- t
as United States attorney for
New Mexico caused the senate judiciary committee today to delay action
Protests have
on his appointment.
been made to the committee, but no
prolonged fight against confirmation
is expected.

at Bald-

HIS COMPANY HERE

win, Kas.

von
Captain F. W. Thompson md
home.
their
for
of Roswell, left today
They have been in this city for the
past two weeks attending the militia
encampment.
Mrs. T. B. BoweD and two sons,
Leon and William, returned Saturday
night from Santa Monica, Cal., where
they have been for the past three
months visiting friends.
D. R. Carroll, representative of the
Missouri Bridge and Iron company,
left yesterday for Chappelle, where
he "has charge of the construction of

MANAGER FOR LUBIN CONCERN
PLEASED WITH THE SCENIC
ATTRACTIONS

MONDAY,

JULY 28, 1913.

CHAVEZ HOPES

10

FOR. THE YOUNG MAN

BE RETURNED

to save enough to start in business; for the young woman to save
enough to buy her
trousseau, or provide a fund should misfortune come for the married woman to

WINNER

save to acquire the spirit of economy for the married man to save so that his family
will not suffer in time oi misfortune. The above are some of the real purposes of a savings account, 4
per cent interest

THE TRINIDAD BANTAMWEIGHT
LEAVES'TO MEET BATTLING
CHICO

IN

at the

ALBUQUERQUE

accompanied by nis
manager, Louis Newman, left Saturday afternoon for Albuquerque where
Benny Is matched to meet Battling
CWco on August 1. Tins will be the
third battle that Chavez and Chico
havtt fought. Chlco holds a knockout
over Chavez while Chavez holds a
decision over Chlco.
The bout for August 1 is causing
great interest in the Duke City, and
Benny

FIVE

Chavez,

the fans there anticipate a great battle between the Trlnldadite and the
Chavez,
battler from Los Angeles.
before leaving Las Vegas, stated that
he would defeat Chico this time and
that the bout was not bothering him
in the least.' The fight will be staged
by the Moose Athletic club of Albu
querque, which staged the laBt fight
for Chavez.
After his battle ith Chico, Chavez
has an offer from Eddie Pitts, the
manager of the State Athletic club of
Denver, to meet Abe Attell in Denver
some time in August. If Benny is
matched with Attell he will fight h
the featherweight division, as Attell
fights at 122 pounds. The facts of
the case are that Chavez may fight
In this division for some time If he
makes eood with Attell. Chavez is
popular all over the west and the fans
are sure that he will make good in
this division. He will begin training
at once for his battle with Chico,

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

r

TODAYS BASEBALLl
National League

American League
Chicago at Boston; clear.
St. Louis at Washington; clear.
Detroit at Philadelphia; clear.
Cleveland at New York; cloudy.
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light on hot days.

de-

It gives you zest

and vigor, to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor. Its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging ,appe-titYou can enoy this convenience in
your home.

e.

An Electr k Toaster

Convenient and Economical
It costs very little to own and use an
Electric Toasteri It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother or muss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it is
prepared just as it is needed.

Las Vegas Light and Power

Company

I
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KEEN morn''ng appetite is a real

g
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the General Public

i

S1I2.000.00

-

:

Nbw Open to

i

.

Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity
A

;

Boston at Chicago; clear. ;
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh; clear.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; clear.
New York at St. Louis; clear.

CAMP

t

.

teams, play began early in June
with Germany defeatine France at
Wiesbaden, four matches to one.
Then the United States team v.on
from the Australians four matches
to one, at New York In England. Caul
ada eliminated South Africa, three
matches to one. Germany and Canada both fell before the United States
players, and Belgium, which drew a
bye previously, went down before the
Canadians, and with the winning of
today's crucial match against the
English cup defenders, the trophy
and championship returns to America
again.

d

me

i II

TRUST CO.

-

IHE2223E3S

Declaring that he would return in
three weeks, bringing with him his POOR OLD HENGUND
American Association.
company's entire outfit now located
at Silver City, Romaine Fielding, man IS!
Toledo at Columbus; clear.
HMIERICA
FOR
EASY
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
ager for the Lubin Moving Picture
Kansas City at Milwaukee; clear.
company, left last night for the minMinneapolis at St.. Paul; clear.
ing camp in the southern part of the UNITED STATES TENNIS TEAM
atata after havlne investigated tne
INTERNADAVIS
WINS THE
nHrapHnna offered "movie" manufac
TIONAL TROPHY
Western League
a bridge. ,
in and about Las Vegas.
turers
Denver
hi
Topeka; clear.
would
Thomas Greer of Los Alamos was
Mr Pipirtine naid that he
Lincoln at Wichita; clear.
Wimbledon, July 28. The Urttei
Satura business visitor in the city
make careful examination Into the me States lawn tennis team carried off
Dea Moines at Sioux City; cloudy.
day. He stated that the crops around clianical phases of the work, and if the world's
when
Omah at St. Joseph; cloudy.
today
championship
Los Alamos" wotild be the biggest this demonstrated tq him that too
Maurice E. McLoughlin of Saa Fran
ever harvested there.
great static resistance did not occuf cisco won the fourth and deciding
Mrs. Tom Walton, accompanied by
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
here for production of good films, he match in the contest with, England for
Mrs. Harris and daughter of Albuwould build a studio here and mae the Davis international trophy.
Mrs.
Mora.
querque, left today for
Las Vegas the permanent headquart
McLoughlin, the American national
National League.
Walton has been a, visitor in this
ers of his companey.
was drawn against Charles
champion,
6; Boston, 6.
Chicago,
city for the past week.
Mr. Fielding arrived in Las Vegas P. Dixon,
in straight sets
E. R. Noyes, a prominent catt'c-maBrooklyn,
Cincinnati,
of
committee
Ratnrdav afternoon. A
New York, 2; St Louis, 1.
of the country in the neighobr-hooH.
W.
was
set
Hallett Raynolds, Secretary
but
The first
of Sanchez, has returned to Ms
Stark of the Commercial club, George Dixon was in the lead only once. As
home after having been a business
American League.
of the soon as McLoughlin steadied down tc
A.- Fleming and H. P. Browne,
visitor here for several days.
games.
Np
of Duncan and Browne, movin? his task, he had the Englishman at
Miss Anne George left this after firm
theater proprietors, escorted his mercy. The second and third sets
picture
noon for Denver, where she will visit
Western League.
automobile trip to the sce were easy for the brilliant American,
an
on
him
re
before
friends for the next month
Topeka,
Denver,
of the surrounding who was playing in fine form.
nic attractions
St. Joseph,
turning to this city. Miss George is
Omaha,
There was an immense crowd.
The party spent the night
country.
' Wichita,- one of the teachers In the Normal.
Lincoln,
a
morning
and
Summer
heat
high temperature
J. C. Tipton and family of Mont a El Porvenlr and yesterday
Sioux City, 3; Des Moines, 0.
df Hermit's Peak. greeted the players. , This condition
real came in last night and will be ascended to the top
betthrew helio suited the American competitors
visitors in this city for the next ten By arrangement the party
American Association.
moun- ter than the weather prevailing dur-nMr. Tinton is
visiting his graph signals from the lofty
2; Kansas City, 8.
Milwaukee,
15 peo
the preceding two days. Mcbrother, Dr. W.: R. Tipton, of this city, tain, which were answered by
Toledo,
Louisville,
was Loughlin especially profited by the
S. A. Rutledge left tolay for Den- ple in Las Vegas. Mr. Fielding
Columbus,
Indianapolis,
of this ex heat.
vpr. where he will visit friends for delighted with the success
St. Paul, 3.
2;
Minneapolis,
In the final mutch between Wilable
the next month. He has been lii this periment, and said he would be
stunt to advantage liams and Parke the latter was the
city for the past two months, attend to work a similar
which he is now winner by three sets to two, the
for
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
ing the summer school jjf the Normal In a feature film,
score being
W. F. Stephenson or El Paso, Tex writing the scenario.
Mr. Fielding was, taken to see other
is in town, for a few days' business
National League"
The Davis cup, emblematic of the
visit. Mr." Stephenson is a repre points of scenic Interest, although tm
Club
.t,7.WonrsLost Pet.
in
lawn
team
world's"
championship
sentative of the Samuel Cuppers limited time available did not permit
New York
27
.697
Woodenware company and is visiting his being taken to many other places tennis, which returns to the United Philadelphia .
51
34
.600
absence of ten years,
'
of even greater scenic beauty. He said States after an
the trade in this city.
44
47
.516
.
Chicago
was first put in play in 1900. The
Frank A. Addison, formerly boss he had seen enough to convince him
.506
44
...45
a, massive
C. A,
silver bowl was Pittsburgh
attractrophy
best
Santa-Fcar repairer in the
slops that Las Vegas has the
42
43
.494
Brooklyn
F.
do
who
the
Davis,
gift of Dwight
in this city, passed through here yes- tions for moving picture., manufactur
T
.432
38
Boston 50
nated1 it with the Idea of stimulating
.'.36
St. Louis
.396
terday on his way home from the ers that he has yet encountered.
65
in the court
east. Mr. Addison Is now located at
The Lubin company's staf fat Silver international competition
.372
35
69
Cincinnati.
Barstow. Cal., where he has a large City is composed of 25 actors and oth game.
During the 13 years which have
ranch.
er employes.
Many of tho performAmerican League
Mrs. Kathefine Humphrey Prlchett, ers are people known to the patrons elapsed since the gift the cup has
Won Lost Pet.
Club
seasons.
12
in
been
The
United
accompanied by Miss Myrtle Harkey of moving picture theaters in all parts SttSteJi. play
28
65
.699
PhUadeJphia
Australia"-havEngland and
for tot the world. Mr. Fielding himself Is
left
Miss
Susie
and
Gillespie,
.596
38
56
Cleveland
$
; r
all
won
the
.most
lost
and
cup, the.
'
FLljOKfDJOTS
Santa Fe this afternoon. They have a well .known moying picture actor,
39
.581
Washington".
ieen attending the summer session taking part 'ln,mahy of the most pre widely and
ClOMfORTABLE BEDS f :
47
51
.520
.
Chicago
on
record. During
"
of the New Mexico Normal for the tentious feature- films produced by his ternatlonal trophy
46
.489
Boston J:
p PURE SPRING WATER
1900 and J92 the United States team
'
"two months.
'L
past
leadi4&
8
to
40
addition
.408
Detroit
company.
taking
r
X
"defended the cup. In
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rossi, ac ng',
38
61
.384
he is the producer of many successfully
St. Louis -- -.
parts,
A
1903
the
PVFRY
brothers
TRIP
carried
Dotherty
TR4II
companied, by Milo Hudson of Spring of the scenarios and has charge of
29
New York
60
.326
er, passed through here late" yester- their production from a mechanical it away to England. During the next
four years the United States and
day afternoon en route from south- standpoint.
TROUT FISHING
j;
Western League
Australian player led the sorties for
ern Colorado to their home at RosbCluWon Lost Pet.
Mr. Fielding visited 11e Browne an
the cup and finally In 1907 the fawell. They stated that the roads
33
.656
Denver
-- 63
Photoplay theaters and pronnounced mous Antipodean
Brookes
players,
were in good condition.
43
53
.552
Des
Moi
-screens
and
the
machines,
excellent,
inEATING
WORD
J THE LAST
and Wilding, took the cup to AusArthur Stapp and party consisting
45
.531
Lincoln
-- 61
capable of producing pictures of a tralia.
There it stayed until last
and
Lambert
Mrs.
Jake
of
Mrs.
Stapp,
49
47
.510
St.
-Jose;
(Mrs. I. K. Lewis, Caok)
high grade.
winter, when Parke, Dixon and Bea- Omaha
daughter, passed through here, thii
49
.500
..49
Mr. Fielding was
here mish won It for the British Isles.
brought
v
morning en route to the Valley ranch, through the agency of the Las
42
61
.452
-Vegas
British Isles players have won the
from their home in Oklahoma City. Commercial
66
.417
..40
club, which recently sent trophy five times, Australia has been
"CAMPING DE LUXE"
o
MexlNew
They stated that the
.384
61
Wichita
-- 38
him an invitation to visit Las Vegas.
sucessful four times and the United
roads were the best they had trav- He said he would never
have thought States three. More than 60 tennis
eled over on their trip.
of Las Vegas as a place for the proMake Reservations With
experts have competed, some of them TENNIS AT CRAWFORD NOTCH
duction of moving pictures had not
Crawford Notch, N. H., July ,23.
playing for several years. The UnitMr. Burns at Y.M.C.A. Bldg
FIRST ONE ELECTED
the commercial organization attract- ed States has entered ten teams, Eng- A number of
ranking tennis players
!
A,
Washington, July 28. Senator Ba- ed his attention this way. Mr. Field- land 12, Australia eight, France three, are here for a week of tennis, which
as ing expressed surprise that the scenic
4 Hnrp irntin niiiu nrrnrnw T con of Georgia today took the oath
Belgium two and Germany, South Af- was opened today on the courts of
elected
senator
States
mm
United
first
the
)eauties of Laa Vegas were not better rica and Canada one each.
iuuh
aiimiw ?
$
the Crawford House Tennis club.
idvertised throughout" the country.
y direct vote of' the people.
:
The present tournament, which The New Hampshire state and White
proved' to be the greatest in tho his- mountains championships are involv
Subscribe for The Optic.
Subscribe' for The Optlo.
tory of the trophy, involved eight ed in the tournament.
hard-fough-
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SUMMER

EXCURSIONS
POINTS

ALL
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1C0L00 ADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913 good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . S11.C3
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs 313.70
."" (Denver, . .
316.00
....

"

j

Tickets are first class flood for sfo
overs in cither direction vdihhi lhz

limit. For fares to oilier points,
call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCIIELOa.
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There la more Catarrh In this section ol the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Sci
ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore re-
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RESTAURANT

AND CAFF

8HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN A RLB ALWAYS HANDLED

L

'

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney and Co.. Toledo, Ohio, is the
only const! tutionnl cure on the mar
ket. It Is taken Internally In doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
tails to cure. Send for circulars ana RATES
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second aa
Regular comfourth Thursday evening smi
munication first and
month at W. o. W. Hall. VUittat
rsw
UUrd
in
Thurfiy
cordially invited. Howard
) 9acl1 month. VUiting T.
L
Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill,
brothers cordially in- Secretary
rlted. Wm. p. MillB,
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. SU
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every flrs
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-l:- f
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
$b ilar conclave nee. & Tues-dao'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ari
In each month at
Isaac
Invited.
cordially
Appal,
Temple at 7:89 p. m. G. u.
President, Cbarlei Greenclay, 8
KlnkeL B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
retary.
corfier.
A.

COLU

'

TOR CLASSIFIED

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. Adv.

M.

'

Five cents per line each insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad. to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
mprove Your Completion.
will be booked at space actually set
Your complexion as well as your
without regard to number of words.
temper is rendered miserable by a disIn advlnce preferred.
ordered liver and by constipation, Cash
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY1.
Meets every Monday evening al
ill improve them both. For sale by
AL ARCH MASONS Regvlar con
their hall on Sixth street All visit
all dealers Adv.
vocation first Monday In
lng brethren cordially lnr'ted to at
each month at Masonic
FD. Fries,
tend.
N. G.;
Gui
NOTICE.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
C. V. Hedncock, cemetery trustes.
Blood, Secretary.
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig8 lakes
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
of the Ten Lakes Iand company. No
S. Meets flint and third Frldayi
Meet' it the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
person will be allowed wo hunt or
at 7: SO p. m. In Maaonle Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
tish upon this property except mem
Mrs. J. O Rutted. Wortiy Mahall, on the second and fourth
Ders of the club, and all persons go
tron; Hn. Axnea Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. is.
ing there must he prepared to show
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Telephone Mala S2.
e' membership card in this organizaWANTED
Girl for general houseClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Da
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestNO.
work. 1102 Eighth street Phone FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting menrbera are esp
ed for trespassing.
102 Mees every Monday night at
,Vegas 202.
daily wolcome and cordially lnvlt
THE LA JARA HUNTING
O. R. C Hall, on Douglaa avenue,at
ed.
AND FISHING CLUB.
o'clock.
f
WANTED
Visiting members are
Collector; woman precordially welcome. J. C. WerU, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURferred; liberal commission; bond or
ATTOKNKYN
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
hank reference required. Address
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
W. H. Pierce, 316 Opera, House
HUNKER & HUNKER
and third Mondays of each month,
Colorado.
Block,
Denver,
B. P. O. ELKS
'ioorge H. Hunker Chester A. HMeet
second and
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and LaAttorneyt-t-Lavfourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-maNew mr.- Lah Veitas
month Elks home on Ninth street
President; A. D. Tillman, Finand Douglas avenue. Visiting
ancier ; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
DENTISTS
FOR SALE Barred Rock and R. I.
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
J.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConMills,
Red
chicks, three and four weeks
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
don,
15
old
Secretary.
for
38
cents
and
Exeach.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Dentist
press prepaid on lots of 50 or more.
Denial wovk of any deocrtpilor
COUNMrs. Perry Rockey, Lyndon, Kan., KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
.noderat'i prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Box
95.
LOCAL TIME CARD
Room
Center lMotk. Tel vial!
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. HalL
N
M
Kagi Las
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
EAST BOUND
Professional Health Culture for Ladi
Devise, G. K.; Frank AngeL T. 8.
Arrive
epn
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
FOR RENT Furnished rpoms for
2
f:15
8:10 p. m
No.
General
Massage, Hair and Scan
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln EL
NO.
I No. 4
LODGE
DORADO
11:05 p s
11:05 p m
avenue.
Treatment, Facial Massage,, Manlcurt
2:10 a
m
PV
a.
2:05
No.
OF
KNIGHT8
8.....
Plaza Hotel.
10
m
2:1
1:45
No.
p.
Meets
THIA8
n
flee
m. to 3:30 p. n FURNISHED rooms for
Of
hours 1:30
light houseery Monday even
keeping; bath included. 502 Main
WEST BOUND
tag in Castle Hall
street, corner Fifth.
PILLS
HHICHESTER
1:4S
No. 1. : . 1:20 p. m
Vleitlrg
Knlgatt
4
'1 UK 1IIAIUUNU liKA.VU,
JW- -.
A
6:18 a.
ere cordially invit No. 8. . . 6:10 a. m
Amu Tour MruralAt lor
FOR
RENT
two
room
Mitts. Ladlfol
Cheap,
four
j
Diamond TirandW
4:30 p.
. 4:20 p. m
11 la in ltcd oni bold metalllAV
No.
e&
7..
Ltebacb
Chas
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
7:00 p.
1 oko no oilier, liny or your v
m
. 6:35
..
No.
Chancelloi
p.
ner,
IIIEleventh
Ask
for
or
Urueirlat.
Phone Main 176.
ifKS.TRIl 8
DIAMOND liKANU 1'll.LH, for Ha
Comm-nde- r.
Harry
years known as Best, f Vest, Always KeliablA
SOLD
EVERYWHERE
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call Seal.
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
y
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You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a
GO-CYCL-
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OLD SUBSCRIBERS
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as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
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Cut out this coupon, write in your
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at Last

After spending hundreds of dollars
for medicine and treatment for indigestion and "constipation with only
temporary relief, C. H. Hlnes, of Whitlow, Ark., was permanently cured by
Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

CREY (STER- LING) FINISH

'EMPRESS
t.

n.

can uc

1200

Lincoln Ave

EETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG

UA

. .

.'

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

Ibt
lbs.
Iba.

lb.
lb

PUR A CO MP ANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE

am

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
, Are Best

Market Finders
Classlfle'l add. search out the people to whom among au
those who MIGHT BVT the particular thing la worth most
That property ,ro
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tamed in this city "om

ALL GROCER.S

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawp a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
Tt
strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and nuts the system in
50c.
good healthy condition. Price
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

STANDARD

SILVER

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
,.
'...'.'
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
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His Indigestion Cured

ing

5

LOST Waitham watch. Return to
Parens' store and receive reward.

rheu-matis-

FLOUR
:1

Lost

AND THE HEART
Don't overlook, the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the
neart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills feo tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause
swollen joints, backache, urinary" irregularities and disturbed heart
action. Try them. O. G. Schaefer'
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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RHEUMATISM

This elegant Rogers'
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HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.
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Go-Cyc- le

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.1
,
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Address

176.

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.
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want to sell Is WORTH MOST w) sonsos
and would never hear
your 'property unless It were advertised here.
who reads the ads. In this newspaper

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (ac
books, automobiles, used ' machlnar?
and furniture, articles of Kselulness of any sort, and musical u
struments.
.

are anxious to pay eash for)

'.

As the classified ada. are read bj all possible trayeis, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

lets.
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Goes TUs" sburce matter to iTIsEer snook Ms list fn Kerr's face and!
you?" Kendall inquired. "You're hu- told him just what he thought of the
man. You want money as bad as any situation. Remembering who was on
the other side of the door he was facOf US."
Before replying, Wright's gaze rest- ing, ha did not raise his voire, but into
ed for an instant on the door behind his low tones he put all the fire of
which his heart's happiness waited. honest indignation.
"You may put me down and out, as
Her words came to him, strengthening
him to meet the tempter: "Remember, you boast you can, but you can't buy
dear, in whatever you do, I'm with you. me out. You've scared advertisers so
May my love and my confidence sup- they're afraid to use my paper, you've
had me sued for libel, you've raised
port you ever."
"I may want money need it worse my taxes, you've made the railroads
than any of you," he confessed. "But hold up my white paper, you've anit must come only one way honestly." noyed me in a thousand petty ways,
"Nothin' dishonest 'bout sellin' a pa- but I'm getting out a paper every day.
and I'm telling the truth. That's what
per, is there?" growled Kerr.
"I can't tell in this case until 1 hurts," he hurled across the table. "I'm
telling the truth. You can't stand it."
hear what Judge Gilbert's offer is "
"God knows Belmont needs some"It's simply this: I have some clients who wish to purchase your pa- body to tell the truth! If you took
my paper today, who'd stand between
per'
"Mr. Kerr and Mr. Kendall, I sup the people of Belmont and the wolves?
'
The town's being robbed blind. I'm
pose."
"Does it make any difference to telling about it, and I believe there
are enough honest people to see me
you?"
through and set the town right. But
"It may to Belmont."
"What's Belmont got to do with it?" they need a leader a newspaper and
I won't sell 'em out.
asked Kerr.
"For what's coming," he announced
"A newspaper can't change hands
like a stock of groceries,'1' Wright re- sternly, "hold yourself respousible,
not me. You forced me to come out
torted impatiently.
"You know I want to be open and with the bald truth of the matter.
above board with you, Mr. Wright," Maybe you know and maybe you don't
soothed Gilbert. "So I'll tell you that know that you of all men are the one
Mr. Kendall and Mr. Kerr are inter- I would least care to hold up for the
ested in this, offer. I know the paper's public to see. Today for the first
mortgaged. What'll you sell for, the time I printed my name at the head
purchasers to assume the mortgage of my editorial page. I want people
and all other debts, and possession to know that back of the paper's a
man a man that won't sell out, and
to be given this afternoon?"
Wright merely looked at him and back of the man I'm going to have the
shook his head. What he thought he people. Do you hear? Belmont's goalmost hated to say. It hurt him to ing to be a clean city."
He leaned across the 'table and
think that they could believe he would
looked the boss straight in the eye,
even listen to such a proposition. '
"Then," continued Gilbert, "another emphasizing his last words by bringbasis on which to deal would give you ing his fist down on the table with
nominal control until after election, each telling point he drove home. It
but my clients would not expect the was a duel between him and Kerr;
paper to be so vehement in its denun- the others merely looked on. Never
in all the days of his political activciations in the next few days."
a
the
editor
"Judge Gilbert,"
replied ity had man talked in this fashion
quietly, but with great earnestness, to David Kerr. The audacity and fear"that's an offer I don't thank you for. lessness of the young man aroused his
These men haven't enough money to admiration. He did not let that feeling interfere, however, with his intenbuy my paper."
"You bought the paper," snarled tion to destroy him utterly. The Belmont News must be muzzled, and the
Kerr in an ugly manner.
"Yes," came the answer right back boss could not permit a matter of sentiment to outweigh a political necesat him, "but you want to buy my
sity.
'You'd better go slow, young man,"
The two men glared at each other,
but the boss did not deny the. asser-tidn- . cautioned Kerr. "I ain't played my
The elder man was beginning hand, you know. You've put up a good
to rage inwardly. So accustomed had flght; that's why I'm giving you a
good chance to git out without admithe become to the exercise of
you've been licked."
power In Belmont that he could ting
- "Licked!
Licked!" echoed Wright
not reconcile himself to being thwarted, especially when success was so with fine disdain. "I've Just begun
to flght. You're nearer a worse devital to him.
"There's a good profit in it for you," feat at this minute than you ever were
was the conciliatory remark of Judge before in all your life. You're going
down and the people of Belmont are
Gilbert,
"In dollars and cents, perhaps," ad- going to keep you down if I have anymitted Wright, "but there are some thing to do with it. Don't insult me
things that have a greater value than by trying to buy my paper. I've the
mere money; peace of mind, for in- dearest reason In the world for want-stance, and the deserved respect oi ing money and for leaving Belmont
the community, and honor. I can't but if I go without a dollar I can still
sell out the people who are depending hold up my head and look every man
in the eye."
on me, the people of Belmont."
Kerr now looked at him without
The men across the table looked at
him as if they thought him crazy. visible show of anger, in that cold, calThey knew he had foolish ideas, but culating manner he had taught every
they had not dreamed he would let one to fear.
"Then you won't sell?" he said.
such an opportunity slip through his
"No," shouted Wright, beside himfingers. He was the owner of a newsself
with indignation at the offer; "I'll
was
that
every
money
paper
losing
day, and they had as much as asked see you in hell first."
What further might have been said
him to name his own figure for his
property. They could not understand there is no telling. The words were
how honor was part of the transaction scarcely out of Wright's mouth when
in the sale of a newspaper, even in the he saw the door opposite him open
last days of a strong fight against the and Gloria appear. Instantly he reorganization. What should he care laxed from his tense, strained manabout the respect of the community ner, and, noting his change, the other
when he had money enough to take men turned to find that David Kerr's
him out of that community and keep daughter was the cause. She Btood in
him comfortable until he was ready the doorway hesitatingly, recognizing
to get another paper somewhere else that she was interrupting a business
to exploit his insane ideas of civic meeting.
"I beg your pardon," she said,
righteousness?
"You are just a little hasty in your "but from the window I saw Mrs.
Judgment, Mr. Wright," Judge Gilbert Hayes on the street, and I thought I'd
said, when he saw that the publisher go to her."
"I'll join you," Wright announced.
seemed to regard his answer as final
He left' his place at the table and
walked over to where Gloria was
.
standing.'
"I suppose the meeting is over,"
-u,
ventured Gilbert.
"It is, as far as I'm concerned," said
the newspaper man. Then, looking
at Kerr, he added, "1 think I've made
my position perfectly clear."
.
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everything takes on a new meaning
transmuted by the glory of being loved

8YNOPSIS.

by you."
CHAPTER
She loosed one hand from his grasp
Kerr, a motherlesn
at
life
of
her
girl who has spent moat
school, arrives at her father's home in and put it over hia mouth.
Belmont. David Kerr is the political boss
"Naughty boy, you must go back to
.of the town and is anxious to prevent his work.
You're playing truant here. 1
daughter learning of his real character.
mustn't listen to you. When I listen
the
CHAPTER H Kendall, representing
with
Chicago packers, is negotiating for
a
Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser,
valuable franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
.paper.
"

ClTAFTER III Kerr asks the assistance

of Judge Gilbert in introducing Gloria to
iBelmont society and promises to help him
iput through the packers' franchise and let

elm have all the graft.
meets Joe Wright
CHAPTER
t the Gilberts, It appears they are on
Intimate terms, having met previously in
a touring party In Europe,
CHAPTER
twits Wright on
his failure to keep an engagement to
meet her in Paris. He explains that the
death of his mother prevented his going
to Paris.
IV-31- orla

loria

'CHAPTER
VI The Gilberts Invite
Gloria to stay with them pending the
i
refurnishing of the Kerr home.
who
CHAPTER VH-O- ne
bud
society
refused to meet Gloria Is forced to do so
when her father la made to feel Kerr's
power.
CHAPTER
ght
begins his
fight against the proposed franchise in
the columns of his paper, the Belmont
VIH-Wrl-

News.

CHAPTER IX
Kerr, through his
henchmen, exerts every Influence to hamIn
the
per Wright
publication of his paper.

CHAPTER X Gloria realizes she is not
being received by the best society and is
unhappy. She takes up settlement work.
CHAPTER XI Kerr and his lieutenants
decide to buy Kerr's paper and ask the
editor to meet them at Gilbert's office.
In his desire to
ght
CHAPTER
keep from Gloria knowledge of her father's position, avoids her during the fight.
Gloria is piqued.
lng
at Gilbert's
CHAPTER
office to solicit a donation Gloria meets
Wright. He proposes and Is accepted
while waiting to be called Into the
XH-Wri-

XIH-Call-

(Continued From Saturday)
CHAPTER XIV.
Even as Wright held Gloria in his
arms there came back to him her
words :
"Yes, I believe in you
in my father."

as I believe

They were like lead about his heart,
and cautioned him that he must get
her away from Belmont as quickly as
possible. Words of love must be postbliss be" treated as
poned,
until he had finished
commonplace,
his hard task of persuading her to go
away.
"You've made me supremely happy,
Gloria. I want you to believe in me
and trust me always."
She smiled up at him her love and
confidence as she answered, "I do, I
do."
"I want you to be happy, and I
know you're not happy in Belmont.
You must go away at once. I'll follow
you."
new-foun- d

"But why?" she questioned.

The

smile was still there, but surprise
"I'm
peeped forth from her eyes.
happy now."

Wright laughed at her with that delightfully patronizing air of possession
that lovers assume, caught her in his
arms once more and kissed her.
"I know, dear, but you'll be happier.
I can't explain. You wouldn't understand. Can't you trust me?"
"Ye-es- ,
but father would-- "
"He won't oppose your going, I
know he won't." At thought of David
Kerr and the fierce flght they were
waging Wright became insistent. "Do
this for me, Gloria. You can get a late
train for St. Louis tonight.. I'll have
Mrs. Gilbert go with you. Next week
I'll join you, and we'llruake plans for
the wedding."
"But, Joe, that's so foolish," she
complained. "I like Belmont immensely now." Then she struck a
more serious note.
"Besides, it
He's put
.. wouldn't be fair to father.
me through,and I'm not going to diswell, I feel
appoint him. To go away
'
it. would be disloyal."
"You can write him we're engaged,"
be pleaded. "Then I'll go to see him."
Gloria could not altogether understand his insistence. Then, too, to
send her away just after they had
found each other was something she
could not explain to her father.
.
Further discussion was put out of
the question by the appearance of
Judge Gilbert.
"Would you object to waiting for
Mrs. Hayes in this office?" he asked,
pointing to the room next to that in
which the men had been conferring.
He smiled as he added, "Mr. Wright
came on business, you know."
"I think he transacted it with me,
Judge Gilbert," she could not help
replying. Then she asked Wright with
a smile, "You won't be long.'"
He walked with her to the door, to
Gilbert's surprise, crossed the threshold and went into the little office.
Somehow or other such things are always mysteries, certainly they are accidentsthe door seemed to close of
its own accord.
"Wait for me a little while," he said,
taking both her hands in his. "It's going to be such a glorious world for us.
I never knew what happiness meant
till now. To be wherever you were
has always made life swot; but

"I Like Belmont Immensely

Now."

to you, you make me forget everything but that I love you. And now
I want to be alone and think."
To leave her for an instant was like
having his life's sun in eclipse. At
last she freed herself from his arms
and bade him go. He had gbne as far
as the door, his hand upon the knob,
when she quickly crossed the email
space between them, threw her arms
around his neck and whispered:
"Remember, dear, in whatever you
do, I'm with you. May my love and
my confidence support you ever."
It seemed to him like a benediction.
Again were his arms around her, again
their lips pledged their hearts' lasting love. Gently he released himself
from her embrace, and with a parting
smile was gone.
Wright stepped into the library, his
eyes upon Gloria until the closed door
shut her from bis sight. He turned to
find himself face to face with David
Kerr.
Wliile Wright had been talking to
Gloria, Kerr and Kendall had joined
the attorney in the library. As soon
as the editor saw with whom he had
to deal,, he recognized how hard
pressed were his friends the enemy,
was employed. He
since' no
was being asked to treat with the
boss of Belmont himself.
."You know Mr. Kendall and Mr.
Kerr," Gilbert said, without resorting
to his social manner, as was his cus
tom. This he knew to be a case of
diamond cut diamond, and there was
no occasion for any seeming show of
friendliness.
"I had the pleasure of meeting them
at your house."
It was easy to see from the direct
opening of the conversation that there
was to be little beating around the
bush. Gilbert took a chair at the head
of the long library table. Wright sat
to his left, where he could see the dooi
of the room in which Gloria waitec
for him. Opposite to him were Ken
and Kendall.
"It's been a hot campaign," were tht
boss' first words, "but we can afforc
to let bygone3 be bygones."
Wright was not to be led into anj
admission which might bfe used against
him later, and therefore would not au
sent to tiiis.
'.
"What I can afford has .nothing tc
do with Jt, Tie one question is: Car
Belmont afford to give itself up to this
terminal trust that leaves no store un
turned in' its effort to steal the street;
and parks of thei town? That is on!;,
the first step. Where do you propose
it shall end?"
"That's where yon misrepresent oui
id Kendall.
side, Mr. Wright,"
you sp.ak of is perfectb
legitimate, for thy direct benefit o)
Belmont.

'
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CHAPTER XV.

fay- -

you to prove

I cr.n!'

that what you hav" r paused us of be
ing about to do is rf'Ily the intention
of this company.
Nothing, sir, is far
ther from it." ,
"That's all been "one over," Wright
said, turning to the lawyer at the hear
of the tuble. "There's nothing ne?
to be sc!d along that Itna. Was it foi
this you sent for me, Judge Gilbert?"
"No. I asked you to come over hers
to consider an offer for your pnner. 1
the News for sale?"
.''That depends. 'For sale' when ap
plied to a newspaper may conictimei
.,
I'sve an ugly meaning."
"Of course," Gilbert was quick tr
add, "I mean as a newspaper prop
erty." '.
"I'm a poor man, Judge Gilbert,'
Wright began slowly. "I "couldn't re
fuse to consider an offer
He got no further, for Kendall exclaimed:
"That's what I thought."
"Wait a minute," Wright asked him,
lifting his hand in warning that he
had not finished. "You interrupted me
before I was through. What I say is
this: I couldn't refuse to consider an
offer froma proper quarter,"
,

'

'

"Licked! Licked! I've Just
Fight." ';
"If you'll consider the matter carefully I think it'll appear to you in
this light: Here's a paper that isn't
making expenses. A good offer is
made you which if you are wise
enough to accept will permit you to
leave Belmont far richer than when
you came. There are other lances to
be broken elsewhere. Why tilt here
against a stone wall?"
"If it were a stone wall there'd have
been no offer." Wright was shrewd
enough to know that they must be in
desperate straits.
"See here, young man," Kerr blazed,
"you won't be able to make a go. of it.
If you don't sell now I'll see to it
that some day the sheriff will."
This direct threat was more than
he could bear. Rising from his chair
and leaning acro the jtnl;oqrjJ)Begun to

'

-

Gloria's announced intention of rejoining Mrs. Hayes was not the only
motive that had brought her into the
library. The angry hum of voices had
been borne to her even through the
closed door, and with a woman's impatience and curiosity she was anxious
to know what was going on. Greater
than all else, however, was her desire
to be with Wright. She thought that
by appearing she could bring matters
to a conclusion and carry off with her
the man Bhe loved. Now that she was
in ' the library and Wright had said
that he was ready to go whenever she
was, David Kerr's daughter forgot
about her desire to go to Mrs. Hayes.
Dr. Hayes and his wife were returning to Judge Gilbert's office when Gloria had seen them, and soon Williams
ushered them into the library. The
presence of the two women prevented
all open discussion of political matters. Even had it not been for Miss
Kerr and Mrs. Hayes there could have
been no controversy, because after
Wright had mads his position clear he
would not talk further about it. Now
he was merely waiting for Gloria.
"I thought you said you wouldn't be
long," w,as the way, In a playful attempt at seriousness, Gloria upbraided
her sovereign lord when they found
themselves a YMI& apart from, the
others.
"It wasn't my fault," was all he
could say.
"Yon hnvgn't tbidfnthert hm yon?"

''No. ite washTTrT tW moou for
such a pleasing revelation. I hope
you've thought about leaving for St
Louis tonight.
It's now imperative
that you go."
"I thought about it, dear, but I can't
go. What would I say to father?"
Wright was on the point of again
urging her to leave Belmont when he
heard the faint cries of newsboys far
down the street. Nearer and nearei
came the boys. Louder and louder
were their cries. Street sales in Bel
mont were bo small that the little
urchinB who sold papers to chance
customers were never very noisy. An
unusual clamor on their part betokened some extraordinary piece ol
news. Their shouts at last began tc
attract the attention of others in the
room. Kerr, Kendall and Hayes looked
at Wright questioningly.
Then, ae
they began to distinguish the cries ol
Dne boy in advance of the others, the
three men walked hastily to the window and looked out on the street. Everyone was rushing for a paper, oi
else standing with the sheet in hie
hand staring at the first page witt
Us big black type.
Recovering himself suddenly, Wright
tried to talk to GldMa to drown the
noise, but it was too late.
"What is that noise? What are they
shouting for?" she asked. "Listen."
She put her hand on his arm as a signal to say nothing while she tried to
hear what the boys were saying.
"Extry Extry! Get a News! All
about the grafters! Extry! Read the
big steal! Full account o' the railroad
grab! Big men and boodlers in combine! Extry! Extry!"
It was now a flood of sound as the
boys came under the window.
"What's it all about?" the girl
asked.

"That's nothing, only a crowd oi
Gloria,
raising a racket

newsboys

listen to me. We must get away from
here. Even if you're happy in Bel
mont, I'm not. Won't you do this for
me? Let's get away from this office
and talk It over."
She shook her head, and refused to
move.
"Gloria, you must do as I say with
out question. Just this once, please,

Both turned at this instant, as did
the others, startled by a hubbub In
the outer office. Suddenly the door
was burst open violently by yoUDg Jim
Winthrow,
political re
porter. He rushed breathlessly into
the room, flourishing a copy of the
Belmont News. Following him came
Williams with a look of amazement on
his face as he read the headlines of
the copy of the paper he had.
"Judge Gilbert!
Judge Gilbert!"
gasped the reporter, with eyes for no
one else. "Have you seen the News?
Big story 'bout the belt line railway
and the 'lection! Gimme the facts so
I can show the News up."
"Let me see your paper."
"Here it is with big headlines."
Wright knew better than anyone
else in the room what was in the paper. What was written there was not
for Gloria's eyes to see, nor for her
ears to hear.
"You must go, Gloria.1 Don't stay for
this; I'll drive you to Locust Lawn."
He was almost out of the room with
her when something the reporter said
caused her to stop.
"The News says David Kerr is back
of it," exclaimed Winthrow, holding
up the paper for Judge Gilbert to see,
"and that it's the biggest steal in the
history of Belmont."
"What's that?" Kerr demanded,
coming forward.
"I didn't see you, Mr. Kerr," the reporter apologized, "but here it is on
the front page."
"Come, Gloria," Wright pleaded with
her.
"I

can't

go yet."

Beside her stood Williams, still en
gaged in reading the flaring headlines
of the paper he had brought into the
room with him. She seized his paper
from him and began to read the start
ling words.
"It's an infamous lie!" shouted Gilbert, crushing in his hands the paper
he had been scanning. "Dr. Hayes,
will you please escort Miss Gloria and
Mrs. Hayes to their carriage?"
The
Gloria.
"Stop!" commanded
hum of indignation sweeping over the
room was stilled. All turned to the
daughter of David Kerr. "Is this
true?"-"What?-

asked Gilbert.
"What the paper says?" She held
up the paper, her hands trembling.
Then she began to read: "If the party,
now in power wins, Belmont will sure
ly be sold to the merciless stock-yard- s
trust.
terminal
The deal, which
means millions for the unscrupulous
promoters and nothing for Belmont,
has been engineered by that king of
underhand manipulators, one no less
unscrupulous than the very men to
whom he would sell his town, David

Kerr!"

There was horror in her tones and
she held the paper from her as a
thing unclean.
"Is this true?" she demanded imperiously.
"Not a word of it," Judge Gilbert
was quick to answer.
"Not you." She turned to David
Kerr. "Father, Is it true?"
The boss of Belmont looked like
some wounded wild animal brought to
bay. He gazed with speechless rage
at Joe Wright, and then looked at hia
daughter. She stood with arm outstretched to him, a mute but eloquent
appeal for a denial. The big man
Ekook himself, as If calling forth all
his strength for a final efTori, and
straightened himself to his full height
Looking her squarely la the eye he
replied firmly;
"No, Gloria, It ain't true."
The sigh Eho gave as her arm
dropped to her side seemed to be a
prayer of thanksgiving that be had
jcome through the ordeal unscathed
'

of denial from Bis" own Hps
Her next order showed every one
that she was the daughter of Davie SAH1E OLD
Kerr.
"Then punish the man who pub
lished the lie."
By J. A. TIFFANY.
Wright's heart seemed to stop beat
ing as he heard the words that had li
Young Langley blew a series clfl
them all the finality of a funeral bell
into the general volume of!
rings
Kerr had his own reasons tor wish
with Intermlnablu
ing to minimize the matter. Joe Wright
yarns about'
he would willingly, gladly have sacri
things that hapil
did
not
how
he
but
know
ficed,
pened and peopla
would react on Gloria. He could fine
he knew 50 or 6D
means to make the newspaper mar
years ago?"
suffer without Gloria" being cognizant
"Maybe not. I
of the fact.
don't
know what
"That's Just Western politics." Th
smoke that ev
boss tried to pass it off lightly. "Don't
erybody was
let that bother you."
and
breathing,
I
Hei
"He must be punished, say."
asked in a remiindignation knew no bounds. "Woulc
niscent tone:
you let it go unchallenged that I an
"Does old Colothe daughter of such a man?"
nel
Trippitt ever
was
Kerr
aroused by her spirited
bore you fellows
manner. It would be necessary, ht
I ever did to win
his special favor in that respect, but
he appears to take a peculiar delight
In entertaining me with his pestiferous recollections of the 'good old
times' which, as Washington Irving
says, appears to have abounded in
characters. I determined to give him a long, dreary, inconsequent shadowgraph of tho past
that, I thought, would prove an efficient antidote to his mania for ancient biographical fatuities.
"The opportunity came one night
when I caught him sitting alone at a
table in Hennessy's place. I sat down
beside him and asked him to take
something.
" T beg
your pardon, colonel, but
there's something I want to ask you
before I forget. This afternoon Jesse
Randall and I were having a talk,
and neither of us could recall the
name of a certain man whom we used
to know very well. It wasn't Meredith, nor Merryweather; but some
such name as that it began with a
"Merry," anyway.'
Walked Out of the Room.
" 'Yes,' said the
colonel, closing ona
and scratching his head: 'there
eye
saw, for him to carry it through tc
was a man of some such name as thatj
the end.
lived around here, years ago. Howi
was
It
he
Joe
"Suppose
Wright?"
long has he been dead, John?"
j
asked.
.
"Well, I turned that question offJ
The occasion was too serious for e
Of course, there never was any suet
smile, but in her heart she laughec
'
man at all.
tc
the
away
suggestion. She wanted
I
don't
know,
'"Oh,
exactly, I said;;
show her contempt for a man whe
must
'but
rightj
through a newspaper would utter such He you on remember him, allon
lived
Delaware avenue,
the
lies, and she therefore replied:
"That can't be. He Isn't that kind side opposite to your house a little
of a man. But if he did, I would still farther tip, nearer tha park. He was
a tall,
'
man, with a heavy,
say "
iron-gra- y
mustache.
"It is Joe Wright," Kerr roared.
"'Yes, sir,' said the colonel, 'that's
All leaned forward to hear what
the man, all right. 1 knew him
the girl would say.
as I know you, John. ..Strange
"Then I would still say, 'Punish Joe
I can't speak his name and I've
that
Wright."
From Wright's lips there burst forth got It on the tip of my tongue.'
"'Of course, there's no question of
one word:
your knowing Mm, colonel,' I said. 'He
"Gloria!"
He came a step toward her, and she had two very handsome daughters.
girls, and
turned to him with an assuring smile, They were very lady-lik- e
The father wa.
highly
accomplished.
"I don't believe It, Joe." Again she a
man; used to entertain
addressed her father and with fine a hospitable
deal kept open bouse, in
great
scorn declared, "It's a lie. He couldn't fact."
do it. You don't know him as I do."
" 'You never spoke a truer word
Turning once more to the man she than that in your life, John!' the cololoved, she said proudly, "Say it's a lie, nel
exclaimed, enthusiastically. 'And
Joe."
he knew how to do it. He didn't d j
The two stood gazing at each other, it by halves.'
utterly oblivious of everything else in
"
if you remember, colonel, I
the world. In her eyes there was went'And,
on, jogging the old gentleman's-memordoubt.
of
into
her
She
nothing
put
of this purely hypothetical
look all the love and confidence she
'he was elected to the city
personage,
had promised would always be his.
council one year, but only sat thera
With Wright it was far otherwise. No about three months. He was unseatmatter what he said, the fact could ed on
petition. It was proved thafi
not be kept from her. She would in- votes had
been bought for him if not
vestigate. At tho top of his editorial by him; and he came near getting inpage that day were the words, ."Owned to trouble.'
and edited by Joseph Wright."
He
" 'But this old fellow that we're
had just sworn that he would be the
of Merry something had a
speaking
champion of the people of Belmont, glass eye, you know.'
and here at his first trial he was
"'Ah! That was it. I knew there
quailing under the eyes of the woman was something peculiar about him;
he loved. With a wrench he tore himlocate the trouble.
but I couldn't
self away from his dear desire to save That's what it just John a
was,
glass eye.
her from pain and answered huskily: But there wasn't one
person in a hun"You don't understand."
dred that knew it; it was as natural-lookin- g
"You!" she cried in an agony of
as the genuine article. But
despair as she realized he was con- what was the man's name? Merry
fessing.
Merry something with a Merry ia
A single movement of his head front of
it, I know; but I can't get
showed his assent.
,
the rest of it out'
"Oh, you coward!" Her disgust was
" 'Well, you'll think of it
by and
overpowering. The withering con- colonel,' I said; 'but you'll have to by,
exwas
tempt she put into her words
cuse me now. I must go got an ap'
equaled by her look of scorn. Ha
Good night'
started to Bpeak, but with a gesture pointment.
" 'Good night, John,' says the coloof impatience she stopped hrm.
nel. "I'll tell you the old cock's name
"All your words are lies, lies, Res!
next time I see you.'
And to think that I promised within
"I didn't see the colonel again until
this hour to be your wife! You make
me hate myself for ever having looked last night, when I happened to drop
at you. Now I understand why you into Hennessy's placo again. I'd forurged me to leave Belmont." Again gotten all about the old 'Merry' felhe tried to speak. "Not a word. I'll low; but the colonel hadn't.
"'The other night, John,' he said,,
not listen to you. Father, take me
'you were asking me about a man nam
home."
She shrank from Wright as if to ed Meredith, or Merrlvale, or Kerry-weathe- r,
or Merry Andrew got elect
look at him were dishonor.
to
ed
the
city council, but was us
All the great love he had for her
seated for bribery.'
welled forth in one cry;
" 'Yes, yes, I said. 'What of hwl
"Gloria!"
The girl could not, would not hear. colonel?'
"'Well, you were all right up tTi
She had but one refuge for her breaking heart. Turning to her father she that point, John," said the c)- :, ',
flung herself into his arms with only slowly; "but you said ho had a clvvt
i
eye.
a single word: "Father!"
"'Yes.'With never a word, with, never a
"'That's where jou were a bit o
look to right or left, the man she had
the colonel replied, taking ,i
John,'
to
who
love
had
and
prompromised
ised to love her, walked out of tho Eip of his liquor.
"'How?' I asked.
room.
Lc t. ;
'"Why, tho d d old
if
her
would
heart
a3
Sobbing
break,
j two glass eyes!' tho cou ::J
Gloria rested in her father's arms.
j banging his fist down on the iaiiR
"
i:, I did the oi.:y t" '
r. i
could do under the cirei1m?f'Us."-'4- ,
c
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
set win i, p.
"But .i ho colonel wasn't cnml or
f J v.", :
The agonizing discomfort and ser.st old t'U k, nor s.
of suffocation that nceomiwmy hav
'He started out on another of
fever and asthma may be greatly as
I
d felones.
i
Kc
Ieviated by the use of Foley's Honey
i
and Tar Compound. It has soothing nun v. i'ri the two glass c;
effect on the mucus linings, and re- cl l,."::l of n;.i!tl'.' r o!.i c'
-s
lieves the gaspinc mid tie1. lihj p cr- name '.vas Sortieet or P eation, in the throat and bronchial thing of that kind."
iifd Red Cr"ss
r
tubes. O. G.
v
,
'., hv mtly
I
j
t?re.--AdtEs' words
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EIGHT

Light automobile
o'clock tonight.

NOT THIS TIME OR
NEXT TIME BUT AL-

Robinson has entered the
of A. L. Gump, the barber.

D,

PREMIUM HAMS
PREMIUM BACON

I

BUTTERMILK

BUTTERMILK

The Crystal Crea.mery Buttermilk will hereafter be delivered

by the wevgons of the
CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
PHONE MAIN 312

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
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MOST HEAlT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

I lily ni n dpi iari p
tup
BAIN WAGON
rv--"--n-

Ranjje ?
It Is a combined
Carrier.
and Bassinet, and can be changed
w nere Impossible to wheel simply pull a
iruin une 10 me umer iniidnnp.
settles Bendy to the .round. Wheels disappear Into
siring and the
the protecting side pockets and you have a chair or carrier without lifting
baby out. Can be hung on the arm and carried with ease permits one arm ta
befree. Let us show you Its many conveniences.

EVANGELIST RUNYAN PREACHES
TO A LARGE AUDIENCE
LAST EVENING
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SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food tastes good witn it

We
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Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

S. B. Davis, Vice

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

H. Erie Hoke,

President.
Assistant 'Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEUAS

Capital,

$100,000 vSukpl us,

N

M.

and Undivided Pkokh.s $;5.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy ' and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Bankic;;.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits
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OVERLAND MODS
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon
itrator show you

Momole
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Phone Main
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BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY
Insures
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Prompt DeHvcrles at Minimum Expense
delivery means satisfied customers and mo:e customers whom you can
Durable in construction,
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I thought it would not be useful until
When 1 first saw the Oriole
baby was older, but I have changed my opinion. I would not exchange for
ten of the old kind baby carriages. It is so convenient for taking baby on the
street car and train, or for wheeling, or for making a bed for baby in the house.
MRS. J. H. CARSON, Chatham, Ont.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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No trouble whatever to take baby shopping or calling-- on
trains, cars
or elevator no matter where you go or how you go. The greatest convenience to mothers with absolute comfort for the baby is an

FISH

koven-KiplIn-

STEARIN'S STORE

Take Baby Shopping With You

Need a Good

Fred Westerman is moving
from the Boulevard to 918 Douglas
Last night at the Duncan opera
avenue.
house Evangelist Runyan finished his
labors in Las Vegas and said farewell
Miss Elizabeth Smith has entered to the
people here with whom he has
the employ of the Rosenthal Furni worked the
past 15 days in the efture company aB saleswoman.
fort of religious Uplift
The audience last evening filled
The Greater Las Vegas band will the lower floor of the
opera house.
have its regular weekly practice to- The stage was
occupied
by the
morrow night in the city hall. '
chorus. Selected voices, accompanied
by piano and violin, rendered the De- We
can recommend the
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado, who
"Recessional" and Mrs.
has been ill for several days, is again
Wetter line of Ranges at popas an offertory played a
ular prices.
able to be at his desk at the court O'Malley
violin solo.
house.
size (like cut). $27.90
As compensation for his labors here
size
(like cut7.J29.9u
Mr. Runyan asked only the money
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye aged
down
$5
and
$1 a week will
of
services.
last
the
day's
in wood. Direct from the distillery offerings
do, or
Mr. Skinner presented the claim
Rev.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
10 per cent off for Cash.
at both morning and evening servlceB
Adv.
and a quite generous response was
ONLY AT
The Ladies' League of the Presby- tmade, for which Mr. Runyan expressterian church will hold a missionary ed his thanks.
L
Las Vegas has never been honored
tea tomorrow afternoon at the home
more
a
courteous,
by
entertaining
of Mrs. H. W. Kelly, 825 Sixth street
kindly, gentlemanly person than the
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Miss Nellia Floyd has severed her Rev. William R. Runyan, or one
unconnection with the Rosenthal Fur- whose sincerity of purpose and
more
selfishness
of
effort
have
been
niture company. She expects to leave
SPECIAL MEETINGS
soon on an extended visit in the assured. Those who have been the
more closely associated with him
Beginning tonight at 8 o'clock Rev.
easi.
here have' been most Impressed by Frederick F. Grim of Albuquerque
will lead in special meetings at the
The Modern Woodmen of America his fine character and high ability.
Christian
church. Those who heard
Mr.
return
to
home
his
will
Runyan
will meet tonight in the W. O. W.
Mr. Grim in the earty spring when
rea
at
of
month
for
Baldwin,
Kas.,
hall on Sixth street. The presence
here for a. few nights will want to
of all the members is urgently re cuperation, after which he will resume elsewhere the campaign of hear him again. These meetings are
quested.
'
for the purpose of deepening the spiritevangelism.
ual life, developing the church in
The Duncan and Heriquez teams of
more efficient service that souls may
the Elks' bowling leauge will meet
A large crowd visited the Y. M. C.
be saved and the kingdom of God
tonight on the alleys at the club A. camp yesterday and the people
built
up. A cordial invitation is given
house. All Elks and their families were well pleased with the treatto the members of the various
and friends are invited to be present. ment they received. Seventeen bechurches to come and participate In
sides the regular boarders at the
the services. Special music each
There will be a hie meeting of the camp were served dinner.
night J. L. Imhof, Minister.
Fraternal Brotherhood this evening
m the lodge rooms of the order. Ev.
PANAMA GETTING RICrt
GIRL RUNS AWAY
ery member is requested to be pres
28. Pauama,
Asserting that she had been trustWashington,
July
ent as there is important business to
ed unkindly by Mrs. Ignacio Lopes, which claims the distinction of being
be transacted.
at whose home on the West side she the only country; in the wohld without
This morning Judge D. R. Murray has been residing for the past eev a foreign debt of any kind, will have
fined Albert Thormer for tresspass- eral months, Ruperta Sanchez, aged a balance In its treasury of about
ing. He paid the costs and was last 13, last night went to the home of $600,000 as soon as the first annual inMrs. C. S. RoW8H where s.'ie n'Ael stallment of f 250,000, Just paid
seen near the city limits on his
by the
way
south. He was arrested by Santa Fe for shelter. Mrs. Rogers tiisJ to in- United States for the use of the canal
die- the girl to go back to the Lcj ez zone, has been deposited.
Effective
Officer Dixon.
h( me, but she n fused to do so,
control over its revenues has given
she wishel to go to live wlt!i hr-- the little republic a balance In the
Eugene Thornhill, a member of
f.ith-- r who resides in Cuboro.
Mrs. budget amounting to $3,840,215
anCompany H, New Mexico National
Guard, Is wearing a bandage over his Rogers allowed the girl to stay at her nually. Its total Invested capital is
eye as the result of an accident that home until this morning, when she $7,085,000.
occurred in a .baseball game on Jhe turned her visitor over to Town Mar
shal Manuel Martinez. Marshal MarINSANITY NOT INCREASING .'
insj day of the encampment when he
tinez
placed the girl in the charge of
was struck in the face by a swiftly
28. Insanity
Washington,
July
The among American troops
Santiago Wallace, her uncle.
pitched ball.
serving in the
girl's mother is dead, and it is said Philippines is not prevalent, and a
Sam Langford, the Boston tar baby, the father married again, leaving his common belief to that effect Is disin the care of Mr. and Mrs.
is expected to pass through
proved by figures collected by the sur-geLas daughter
The
Lopez family, it is unLopez.
Vegas tonight on train No. 2 on his
general of the army.
These show there are more disway from San Francisco to New derstood, assert they have always
York. Many of the Vegas fight fans treated the girl with kindness.
charges from the army for mental ailare planning to meet the train in
ments in the United States than in
order that they may see the famous
the islands, the figures being 2.78 per
"HARVEY'S"
colored boxer."
1,000 for the former and 2.19 for the
Famous mountain ranch: 31st
'Old management: old rates. Car- latter.. ,
Word has been received from Salt
riage out every Saturday. Leave
Lake City to the effect that J. Min
FRANK'S TRIAL BEGINS
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel
ium, an old time resident of Las Ve
Atlanta, Ga., July 2S. Prosecution
gas, died there last' Thursday. Mr.
and defense were ready today for the
Minium was well known here hav
trial of Lee M. Frank, charged with
ing lived in this city for many years.
r
the murder, of
.
old Mary
He is survived by his wife and three
The
was
found
Sunbody
girl's
if 15
sons, Charles and Arthur Minium of
ij day morning, April 27, in the basethis city and Frank Minium of Col
ment of the National Pencil company's
orado Springs.
plant, where she was employed. Prank,
who was superintendent of the facThe funeral services of Miss Rafael- tory, was indicted on a charge of murita Duran, who died Saturday, were
der May 24.
held this morning at 8 o'clock from
the Church of the Immaculate Con
VISITS TWO FORTS
ception. This was a double funeral
San
THAT
BEST
Diego,
Calif., July 28. Secretary
as
Wilson
service
Lucero the four
of War L. M. Garrison, Major General
months old son of Mr. and Mrs. Fran
Leonard Wood and the members of
cisco Lucero, died yesterday and
the secretary's staff made a trip ol
services for him were held at the
inspection today to Forts Rosecrans
same time as those for Miss Duran.
and Pio Pico. Later the party was
entertained by John Spreckels on his
We a.re headMISS MURRAY PROMOTED
yacht Venetia. Mr. Garrison left for
Miss Cornelia Kimball Murray,
Los Angeles this afternoon.
formerly critic teacher of the fifth
and sixth grades in the New Mexico
CROSS AND BALDWIN TO MIX n
Normal University, has been appointLos Angeles; July 28. Leach Cross.
ed director of art and music in that
in
the New York lightweignt, and Matry
Miss Murray is especinstitution.
Baldwin of Boston, have completed
ially fitted for this line of work, as
training for their
fight.
she has studied music under the best
which is to be the attraction at the
teachers in the Rocky mountain reVernon arena tomorrow night. Both
STRAWBERRIES AND
gion. She has studied art in the best
appear in good condition and a fast
schools in the city of Berkely, Cal.
bout is expected.
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
Miss Sue A. Hutchison, a gradu
ate of Columbia university, has been
elected to succeed Miss Murray as
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
critic teacher. Miss Hutchison Is
-r
o. FOR RENT
from Vandalia, Mo., having taught ii
rFive room residence with
mm
mm
a
i
school there for a number of years.
bath. J 902 Fourth street. S.
She fulfills all the conditions that
are required by the normal univers
FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseity. She is a normal graduate of p "
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
several years teaching experience
keeping, bath included. 502 Main
and has a college diploma.
rtrcet, corner Fifth.
Mrs.

WAYS THE
JUICY; TENDER AND SWEET
SAF1E--MIL-

TO SUCCESSFUL

lamps at 7:53

Try a dram ot oiQ T&yior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
D. M.

28, 1913.

BEVIVA L BROUGHT

Jj-O- C

REAL MERIT IN
EVERYONE

JULY

Furniture of a

bouse complete, Including a very handsome
suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
.

maple bed room
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.
birds-ey- e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell all together If possible.

n r nni All

'CALL OR PHONE

MMllitri

The Investment and Agency' Corporation

I

Main 40.

GEO. A. FLEMING,
.

,.

,

Prest. and Mgr.
603

Lincoln Avenue.

